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Bargainers Forge Tentative Pact
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End Of Nationwide Coal Strike
Now In Hands Of Mine Workers
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. WASHINGTON(AP)-An end to the
longest continuous nationwide coal
strike in U.S. history is now in the hands
of the miners, who must decide whether
to accept* shotgun settlement.
Bargainers for the United Mine
Workers and the Bitlartimis CoalOperators Association forged a tentative settlement Friday after months
of talks. They wrapped up the details
only _hours before President Carter's
deadline for announcing step to•-ina150M-11- verrunent erld to the wakiltit.
Administration officials said Carter
was prepared to announce on nationwide television he was invoking, the
strike-halting provisions of the. TaftHartley Act and asking Congress to
authorize a temporary federal seizure
of the idle mines.
Instead he went before the nation to
• announce-the- tentative set maid.;lit
which the industry gave .in to the.
union's "bottom-line" dernattabl.--The miners' decision on- whether to
accept the settlement is expected in
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about 10 days, after they are briefed on
the contract terms and cast their
ballots. The strike, in its 81st day when
the settlement was announced, continues until the contract is ratified.
Carter addressed part of his remarks
dFriclai night to ftie .miners: _
The choice is now yours to make.
But I hope that you will follow the lead
of your bargaining council and ratify
the-negotiated settlement," he said.
-This agreement serves the national
interest as well as your °Wit InTereds
and those of your families."
Carter also made it clear he remained ready to intervene forcefully
if the strike doesn't end soon.
"If it is not approved without delay,
time will have run out for all of us and I
will have to take the drastic and unsatisfactory legal action which I would
hew.-annouriced tbnight." Union President Arnold Miller also
called'for nit:titration.
Declaring that the strike has been "a
long, bitter, hardfought struggle," he

added, "... I'm urging our rank and file
in the coalfields to ratify this contract
so they can get back to work as soon as
Approval is not certain. Miller's hold ,
on his membership Li 'tenuous. The
bargaining council rejected one contract proposer negotiated by Miller and "
his negotiating team.
The proposed settlement reached
Friday was patterned after a. tentative
agreement reached earlier in the week
with a major independent, rittaburg 4
Midway Coal Mining Co. Those
negotiations were handled by local
union leaders. "Miller '.was not involved," said one source.
The P&M agreement was endorsed
25-13 by the bargaining council as the
pattern for an industry-wide settlement. Miller said tile tentative ac- -cord- -is -"the- seine contract-_!!-..as _the.
earlier agreement and will require no
further •actiOn by the COMM.
At least one member of the council,Arvil Sykes of UMW District 28,

disagreed, saying questions remained
that would require further council
approval. Miller dismissed that argument.
One industry source put the prospects
for ratification as "difficult but
probable."
Early reaction from the coalfields
was mixed. Dennis Scarford, treasurer
of UMW District 31 in West Virginia,
predicted approval, saying that "a lot
of miners will vote for it -becauseth-eyve been on -so tong"
But Ray Lindahl, president of UMW
Local 1609 in Western Pennsylvania,
said it "will never be ratified if it's
similar to the P&M agreement. It's
taken too much away,from us."
Even with ratification, it could be two
or three weeks thefore coal begins
moving again to utilities and industrial
-merit-who-have-.lowly been- mining short. _ _ _
The -Utak Department said abaft
67,000 factory workers werZ out of jobs
this week as a result of the strike.

Rail Blast Shatters Tenn.Town

WAVERLY,Tenn.(AP)- An earththreatened to explode another tanker, train that derailed Wednesday night.
shaking flash f-,:f flame erupted from a
but firefighters sho*ered *ater on the
Salvage crews had Nghted the 20:000railroad ' tank car carrying liquid
second car to keep it cool while they put
gallon propane cars and were
By RICHARD E. MEYER
propane, showering debris and setting
preparing to pump the volatije liquid
out the fire.
' Associated Press Writer
fires through the heart ,of this smell - Fourteen businesses and dwellings fuel into trucks .when something
WASHINGTON L AP 1` - It waa
town. Six people died and about 160
touched it Off. •,4 burned down and other, shadier fires
shortly after 6 p.m. The President of the
others were injured, the state adjutant
erupted
as
the
intense
heat
ignited
Sheriff Wayne Davis of neighboring
United States picked up the telephone.
general said.
structures up to 300 yards away. A
Benton County arrived about 30
"I think we have an agreement," he Initial reports had said 21 people-died
plume ofsmoke visiblefor3O milesrose
minutes after -the bleat, as firemen,
p said quietly.
, - -in the explosion'Friday afternoon.
from the rubble. ,
ambulanc'es, evacuation helicoriters
On the other, end of the line $yis
At. a briefing late _Friday, state
A piece of railroad car was hurled
and police from throughout the region
%huffy Carter's preSS si-tretzary, Socty Adjutant
General Carl Wallace said he
over
a building,and sliced through a
poured into this town 60 riailes west of
Powell, who advised the president- on
did not know if anyone was missing.
water main when it landed, hampering
Nashville.
- more than 4mage during the tingle of
Wallace said that 54, persons were
firefighting
until
two
pumper
triccks
A temporary morgue was opened at a
issues, interests and egos that had kept
hospitalized and at least 42 others
arrived.
Utility building about two blocks from
the coal strike going for -a record 81
suffered minor injuries.
_Safety Conaniasioner ..loel Plummer
the 'courthouse qire,,n thiS. West
alOPpoid the search "for
said President Carter called Mayor
Tennessee corramudty of 3,800 people.
Powell couldn't Finitewords for
more victims, but Safety Commissioner
Jimmy Powers to offer support and
The worst burn cases were ferried to
relief
Joel Plummer said: "We think we have
sympathy for the casualties and their
Nashville by helicopter.
The president/wasn't absolutely
found all the dead but, of course, we
families.
Police said they had asked people
certain. He'd gotten the word unofwon't be sure until daylight."
The tank cars were among 24 of a
living within a quarter mile of the
ficially. But it was the most hopeful
At one point, the burning , tank car
Louisville & Nashville Railroad freight
wreck to leave before the transfer.
word to seep into the White House all
day. And at turned out to be right.
All af
t6t.e'moon Friday, Jarony Carter
.had
n working on two speeches. A
long one. And a short one.
He had told coal mine owners at 10
/
he would read the long one on
/television that night if they and the
United- Mine'Workers -didn't agree to
settle the strike.
The lone speech said: "As thepresident of our nation, responsible for
the welfare of all ourcitizens, I have no
choice but to act without further delay." Coal was running out. He would
ask courts to send the miners back to
work and Congress to give him
authority to seize the mines and operate
them himself.
The short speech said: "I am glad to
announce that the United Mine Workers
and the coal operators have agreed to a
negotiated settlement of their contract
dispute."
Up-and-down reports from the coal
talks ate up the hours for Labor
Secretary Ray Marshall, trade
negotiator Robert Strauss, chief
mediator- Wayne Horvitz, Cabinet
Secretary Jack Watson, White House
Counsel Robert Lipshutz and Powell.
At about 3 p.m.,the president stepped
FIRE TRUCK DONATION—Twin Lakes Four Wheelers Club recently helped Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad
up the pressure. He let it be known that
kick
off a fund raising,drive for a new fire truck by donating $100 to the fire fighting squad. Pictured accepting the
he would wait only six hours more check are(from left)fire-rescue squad members Mark Elkins and Ricky Edwards. Four Wheelers Club treasurer Alvis
until 9 p.m.-before delivering the long
Leslie is presenting the check. To his right is Mrs. Hamp Brooks jr., club reporter,and Brooks'son Todd.
speech.
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HOMECOMING QUEENS — Both Calloway -County High and
Murray High had homecoming ceremonies last night and crowned
queens for the school year. In the picture at the top, senior basketball player Randy McCallon presents Susie Imes with a necklace. Miss
Imes, daughter of Mr. and M.N. John Richard Imes of Almo, was
crowned Calloway High homecoming queen last night by Donna
Smith Brandon, last year's queen. In the photo above, last year's
homecoming queen, Marlene Farrell, crowns Murray High's new
homecoming queen, Becky West. Miss West is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Haron West of Murray.

Photos By Mile Brandon and Kevin Penick)

See ilIST DAY,
Page 12,Column 1

County Fire-Rescue Squad In Fund Drive
Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad,
in memory of Preston Jones,is_starting
a truck fund drive.
Jones, an honorary member of the
fire-rescue squad, died -Feb. 1.
According to a spokesman, the firerescue squad will use donations to
purchase a badly needed fire truelt as a
memorial to his name. "All donations
will greatly be appreciated," the
spokesman said.
The squad's present fire truck, which
was purchased in 1969, has over 80,000
miles of operating time on it and is
urgently in need of repairs, the
- spokesman said. -The new truck will have a 750 gallon
per minute pump. This will enable the
• volunteer fire fighters to provide better
fire protection for the residents of
Calloway County," the spokesman said.

READY FOR DRIVE—The advanced gifts committee of the local chapter of American Red Cross is shown
pr*paring for a Red Cross fund drive, which starts today and continues into March. Pictured from left is Walt Apperson, Holmes Ellis, chairman of the advaneed gifts committee, Leonard Vaughn and Harvey Ms. The Red Crosc,
this year is seeking to raise $10,800.foe Dick was not available for the picture'
0
•

"In order for this new truck to
become a reality, the squad must raise
forty eight to forty nine °thousand
dollars in donations," the spokesman
said.
Anyone wisitng to make a donation

can contact any member of the.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad or
Mercy Ambulance Service,

Max
, Dowdy is the county ire-rescue
squad chief and Hal Winchester is
assistant chief.
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Both Murray High and Calloway County boys cage
teams played close games Friday night. Murray High
roared back to edge the Fulton County Pilots 76-75.
Calloway played a low scoring contest with Hickman
County and got by the Falcons, 39-38. Read recaps of both
games in today's sports pages.
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Third _ productionShakespeare's "Twelfth

Monday, February. 27

League of ..Women Voters
will have an open meeting at

State University Theatre,. at at 7:30 p.m. With Jo Curris and
Right p-m- with admission Mary Jane Littleton -as
speakers. Public invited. •
$2*•
Alpha Department, Pitutray
OW- scheduled to
Woman's
00
Ancheon at the
have its riclub ix - with Dr. Keith
speak
on
Belli' to
"Genealogy."

NATIONAL PRESIDENT — Mrs. Willard (Martha) Alls, left, of Murray, has been installed as president of the national chapter of the Freed-Hardeman College Associates,
Henderson,In. She is the first national president elected from Kentucky. Presenting a
'rose to Mrs. Ails is Mrs. I. A. Thornton who his served as president for the past two
years. The Freed-Hardman Associates are women interested in Cluistiameducation at
Freed-Hardeman College and work to _raise Money for the college and to recruit
students..Since the associates, who number 2,000 women, were organized in 1964,
they have raised $667,736.33 for the college. Mrs._ Ails and her husband are active in
the work of the University Church of Christ, and they have one son,Mark. Mrs. Ails has
-ben very acUVe in-the A4ociates for many years and in 197611RnVtlirray-Calkoway
County Chapter led the nation in the amount of money raised for the college by FHC
Associates chapters.

-,•ltinft Great Books To

Secretaries' Trial To
Be Held Here Monday

Meet it Maw Home
The Adult Great Books
Discussion -Group- will. meet
Monday, Feb. 27, at seven
p.m. at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Solon Bucy, 408 South
Eleventh Street, Murray. The
place of meeting is changed
from the Calloway Public
Library due to the public
building being closed due to
the energy shortage.
Dr. -Alfred Wolfson will be
the leader for thf,discussion of
the book, "One Day In The
Life Of Ivan Denisovitch."

Kentucky MuSic Educators
Association solo andrible
festival for junior
and
high school students from the
First District Education
Association will be held at
Lovett Auditorium and Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU.
Second in series of six art
workshops for students in
grades five through nine Will
be from nine to eleven a.m. in
the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center, MSU.For information
_
rail- 762476?.

Girl Scout Cookie Sales
Being-Conducted In Area
Girls of the Bear Creek Girl
Scout Council are conducting
their annual-Cookie Sale with
orders ,taken from Feb. 18 to
26. The girls will delivery the
cookies on March 18. Six
varieties are offered this year
and the price is $1.25 again
this year.
The boxes feature pictures
of Girl Scouts. By selling 48
boxes, girls will earn a
colorful patch. Girls can also
earn a Day Camp campership,
a sweatshirt or a trip to
Opryland.
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Creative Arts Department,
Murray Woman's Club, will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the club
,house, „
Baptist Men of First Baptist
Church _will have a dinner at
the church fellowship hall at
6:30 p.m.

Free concert by the Murray
State University Symphonic
Band and the Wind Sinfonietta
under the direction of Prof.
Paul Shahan will be presented
at 8:15 p. m. in the Lovett
auditortup. The public is invited.

High School and Middle
R. Q. Knight will be honored
School Acteens of First
on his 80th birthday with a 'Baptist Church will meet at
reception from two to' four
the church parking lot at five
p.m. at the Good Shepherd
p. m. to begin their home
United Methodist Church mission study and progressive
fellowship Hall, Highway 121
dinner.
South, given by his daughter,' •
Mn. Art Kunst.
Women's Aglow Fellowship
will meet at 10:30 a. m. at
Sunday, February 26
Kenbar Inn,Gilbertsville.
West Kentucky Hoedown,
-sponsored by Murray State
Tau Phi lambda Sorority of
University Student Activities
Woodmen of the World will
Board, will be held at the West
meet at home of Martha
Kentucky Livestock and
Andrus, 1312 Poplar, at seven
Exposition Center at 1:30 p.m.
p. m.

By CECILY BROWNSTONE
Associated Press Food Editor
- FAMILY DINNER
Potatoes
Fish fillets.
Salad Bowl
Bacon Carrots
Beverage
Baked Apples
BACON CARROTS
The bacon adds savory flavor
and the combintion tastes good
with fish.
1-pound bag carrots
1 cup boiling water
Sunday,February 26
/
1
2 teaspoon salt
Lenten
potluck will be
3 tablespoons butter
served at 5:45 p. m. at the
White pepper to taste
Fellowship Hall of the First
4 slices bacon, crisply
Presbyterian Church. A film
cooked and crumbled
Pare carrots and cut into will follow the supper.
pencil-thick strips about 4
Monday,February 27
inches long. Cook rapidly, in a
Ministry
to Retarded
the
with
saucepan,
covered
boiling water and the salt just Persons group will meet at
until tender-crisp. Drain. Stir in seven p. m. at the First.
the butter and pepper, then the Christian Church. For inbacon and " serve at once. formation call 753-3531 or 753Makes 6 servings.
3714.
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"If the IRS calls
you in, we'll go
with you. No
extra charge."

Henry W Block

we prepere-yetw return,
we stand behind our wort. So
if the IRS should call you in,
H&R Blodc will go along with
you at no charge. Not as your
legal represefitative, but to
answer any questionsebout
how. your taxes were prepared. That's Reason No. 5
*hy
Plod should do
your taxes.

H&R BLOCK
ME INCOME TAX PEOPLE

903 Arcadia St.
753-9204
OFFICE HOURS:
9antLA pm Weekdays
931m to5 rosSat.

UNUSUAL REPORT — An unusual method of book
reporting was used recently in Mrs. Opal Howard's 6th
grade Murray Middle School dass. Amy Carmen (left)
and Ginal Brown dressed as characters from "The Pushcart War" to present their report. Amy portrays Frankie
Flower and Gina is dressed as Maxie Hammerman.
Photo By Kaye Peebles

Murray TOPS Club is
scheduled to meet at the
Health Center at seven p. m.
Dexter Senior Citizens are
scheduled to meet at the
Dexter Center at 9:30 a. m.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a. m. to three p. m.
for activities by the Senior
Citizens with sack lunch at
noon and band practice at one
p.m.

Mrs 3/18
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Murray Quota Club is
scheduled to meet at twelve
noon at the Triangle Inn.
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YOU WILL NEVER BE THE SAME AFTER YOU HAVE SEEN
THI N ORGETTABLE MOTION PICTURE
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Bel-Air Shopping Center
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' 1-6 Sun.
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They went into the unknown and returned with
startling revelations about life after death.
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NATX1NALITAWISK-- Obsavance of Madosatrtuture Farmers orAmerica Week,
Feb. 19-25, is evidenced by displays at local banks. A display at Peoples Bank, 12th and
Chestnut Branch,is being discussed by,left to right, William Boyd,president of Peoples
Bank Danny lankins, FFA Chapter president at Calloway County High School; Brad
Cook, chapter vice-president and L D. Cook, Jr., Peoples Bank. A display is also
exhibited at the Bank of Murray at Fourth and Main Streets.

Tuesday,February 28
Wildlife Film, "Pacific
Shqres," an Audubon film,
will be presented by the
Department of Biological
Sciences, Murray State, at
seven p.m. in the Student
Center auditorium. No ad-mission and public is invited.
. For information call 762-2786.
762-2736.

•RON ANY SUDR OR COLOR NEGATIVE
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Recovery, Inc.; will meet at
the Health Center, North 7th
and Olive, at seven p.m. For
information call 753-6333;
Needline.

_ Adult.. _. Great _ __Books_
Discussion Group will meet at
Murray-Calloway County the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Girl Scouts will have its swim Solon Bucy, 408 South llth
day from three to 4:30 p.m. at Street, Murray, at seven p.m.
the Murray State University Note change in meeting place.
pool with cost being 25 cents
Tuesday, February 28
each.
Eva Wall Mission Group of
• First intercollegiate_ horse Memorial Baptist Church
show will begin at nine a. m.at scheduled to meet at two p.m.
the West Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center.
Reservations for'the dinnerAdmission is free, but entry theatre first anniversary
fees for the classes are $4.25 celebration of the Murrayper clas.s.
Calloway County Community
Theatre at the Holiday Inn on
Saturday, February 25
Thursday, Friday, 'and
Mardi Gras, sponsored by Saturday should be made .by
Spanish and French Clubs at today by calling the theatre
Murray High School, will be box office, 759-1752. Tickets
held from seven to eleven p.m. for the dinner and special,
at the school. The public is show are'99.50 each.
urged to attend.

Murray State University,
stated that the program will
be o trial on the Certified
Professional Secretary (CPS)
Program which is sponsored
International
the
by
organization.
, This will be an informative
program • where NSA mein .
hers will assume legal roles
and will follow court room
procedarerpo'C"txamine the
Sunday, February N
Pros and- cons of the CPS
Mr.
and Mrs. Wilburn
program, Mrs. Briggs noted
further, and will be'a Clayton will be honored on
simulated civil suit with Mrs. their 50th wedding anPatsy Dyer, secretary to MSU niversary with a reception at
President Constantine Curris, the Dees Bank of Hazel from
as the plaintiff, and Miss Doris two to four p.m.
Mrs. David Gunter, Council Rowland, CPS, secretary to
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Cain, Sr.,
Cookie Chairman, said funds Peoples Bank Bill Boyd, as the
will be honored by their
defendant.
raised by the sale are used to
It should be informative and children-with an open house at
give Girl Scouts an ctptheir home in Almo Heights ie..
portunity to earn money for entertaining for both NSA
celebration of their golden
guests,
a
and
members
-their troop activities, to help.
wedding anniversary from
girls participate in- special spokesman' said.
one to five p. m.
ensecretariesare
All
Girl Scout opportunities, to
give direct services to girls couraged to attend this special
Recital
by
Eddie
and ta purchase equipment presentation said Mrs. Anita
Pawlawski;
Brandenburg,
and property in their behalf. Thomas, CPS, president of the
trombone, will be it two p.m.
Anyone who is not contacted local Chapter, and especially
and
by Rhonda Kay Crews,
by a Girl Scout but who wishes anyone who might be conKevil, piano, will be at 3:30
to buy cookies may call the sidering sitting for the CPS
p.m. at the Farrell Recital
Girl Scout Office 443-8704 or examination now or in the
Hall, Price Doyle Fine Arts
,
future.
any local Girl •Scout.
Center, Murray State.
The Murray Chapter of The
National Secretaries
Association (International)
will present a special program
on Monday, Feb. 27, at 790
p.m., at the Court Room in the
Calloway County Courthouse.
All area secretaries are
led to attcnd
Mrs. Mayre Briggs, coordinator of the program and
secretary to Kaj Spencer at

National Secretaries
Association will meet in the
court room of the Calloway
County Court House at seven
p.m. Visitors are welcon),

BIG it*
SPECIAL ACTORS -;- Richard Valentine right, producer-director of the MurrayCalloway County Community Theatran-j
c., helps Steve Payne, left, and J. W.)ones,
center,in a special skit at the In-Service program for the Calloway County Elementary
School teachers held receady at the Calloway County High School. Payne is teacher
and coach and lones is librarian, both at North Calloway Elementary School.
Photo 1111' )(mule I. Gordon-
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Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR MONDAY,FEBRUARY 27,112$
Whet 4rind- -of day will
tornorrciw be?.To find out what
the stars say, re4lhe forecast
given for your blzth Sign.
AlUIth
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)IretA
You can depend on your intutition now. If you have any
doubts at all about a deal, call it
off.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) NW
Someone who has been
against_you career-wise
now holds Out the olive branch.
Grasp it — gratefully.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) Ibif
fi
Don't let yin* sympathetic
and generous heart run away
with you. An insincere person
may be trying to take adz
vantage of you.
CANCER
(June 22- to 'July 23) GOO
No matter how tedious
routine Riay seem" remain.
optimistic. There's someone
working in your interests
without broadcasting the fact.
LEO --tiniyltlo"A'ug.-23 -4.12411
Good solar influences! A fine
period for business talks,
especially if they concern fundraising or capital investments.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept 23)
Not a favorable day for
lobbying your interests.
Associates probably won't be
- very :enthushuitic. Bide_ your

_UMW

ducted-with this-tirmind. •
SAGITIARRA
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 3eittS>
Routine matters may not go
as planned. A "leaser light"
may offer much needed help.
Don't underestinuste his (her)
ability.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi ff14:C
Curb a tendency toward
pessimism new. No matter
what disappointments you may
suffer, keep on plugging. Try to
pattern your day after previous
successful ones.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Avoid needless anxiety and
tension. You can deal efdifficult
with
fectively
assignments by being your
Innately practical and sound-thinking self.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
A most fortimate clay for
personal plans and ambitions.
Your intuition at a peak. Don't
hesitate to back your hunches.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
affectionate, sehsitive and
idealistic individual. Others do
not always understand you, but
you have a deep insight which
helps you to understand all with
whom you come in contact You
have an especially greet affinity forchildren and they love
pa. Ton wet/ negifict a duty
-but areinto procrastinate
atImes, this hiroming tense
and anxious when things "Pile
up on you." Birthdate of: Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow, poet;
John Steinbeck author;
Elizabeth Taylor, Joanne
Woodward and Joan Bennett,
film stars.

Can't Have Wedding.
Without the Groo-m.

DEAR ABBY: I sent for your booklet "How To Have a
Lovely Wedding," and after reading it I'm so burned up I
feel like asking for my dollar. backl.
You say, "All the wedding plans are made by the brick
and her family." Where do you think the groom comes
from? And how do you think the mothers•of sonsleeI to be
pushed in the background while the bride's mother makes
all the wedding plans?
If the bride and her family had an ounce of common
courtesy or consideration for the groom's parents, they
would include them while making plans.
Where do you come off saying,-"It's the bride's day"? It's
also the groom's day.
You and your etiquetie experts seem to think that just
because the bride's family pays for everything they have a
perfect right to run everything.
I'm sure I'm speaking for all ofus mothers who only have
sons. I have two.-and you can sign. me...
BOILING MAD LN_PA.

" ROSE'S ADVERTISING
. MERCHANDISE POLICY
peace of eoses a, to have every
• adveresed Sem An stock it to some Ulr.
aouoapee ,.or Ole edowhood met
• chamber se net n ROCS.

Rose I we
MS$ ran check on legume 'he cal
tincs

be used to purchase ewe neerchoodee
Ii 1114
r4INChand1114
4 evaeable Of Cornered% ir*.
chinas., ell be &awed al a corn
Prates reduced price iii the horsed
otonhon ol PG... to b#k 41 Ott
Saestactron Guaranteed
• P011Cy 01
alvosys
ROSE S STORES INC

DEAR BOILING: You're right. I should have stressed
-thatif-thr-brides family-had-an timice-drtaitilifoirroluleily
or consideration for the groom's parents, they would
include them while making plans.

WASH CLOTHS

DEAR ABBY: I know you won't believe me, but God be
my judge, I am telling you the gospel truth, so here goes:
My mother is a widow with seven living children (three
girls and fOUTIYOYs), All"UtTlainarried. Mom stays all night
with us girls quite often. The problem is that Mom hardly
ever takes a bath. You can smell her from one roorn_tollte
next -She hasn't .,;-ashed bet-heir-hrtt-yearT-and-it lookit
When she gets into a car, the whole ear stinks.(Excuse me,
Miss Abby, but I must slXisk plain.)
_ When-she gets up ih the mcifittng, she never washes her
hands, but goes straight to the kitchen to help with
breakfast. I don't think she owns a toothbrush anymore.
We are all at the end of our rope. We are good Christian
folks and wouldn't hurtow mother's feelings for the world.
What can we do? We hate to be disrespectlul, but she's
getting worse with age.
THREE SISTERS

(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Ari
Do not overtax yourself
mentally or physically, but do
maintain a tempo progressive
enough to accumulate the many
gains which' are attainable. "
SCORPIO
'
C
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 72) In/4
To understand persons with
whom you are involved, as well
NOSPITA1. NEWS 1
DEAR SISTERS: In a subtle, organized campaign
as the needs of all, will be half
remind your mother tt she must bathe, shampoo-her
)
your hattle Won. Meetings and'
hair' regularly and ‘iearl•eiAt dothing.`Heradvanchig age
agreements should be ton- 82-15-78
probably
has something to do with her carelessness, but
Adults: 125,
she should be "rerninded"—not ignored. When you'sisters
Nursery:'1
needed help, your mother helped you. Now it's your turn.
No Newborns Listed
PROJECT
Dismissals
DEAR ABBY: My parents are real neat in ,most ways,
4NDEryiNDENCE
-Robert Kelvin Williams,
but here's my roblem. They pay me to baby-sit with my
What is Project
Route 1, Murray, Herbert
younger sisters and brothers who are 9, 6 and ;
/
1
2, but
Independence?
they never tell e where they can be reached in case of
Goosby, 1011
/
2 Pine, Murray,
Project _Indepenemergency.
Raymond Clark, Route 5,
dence - is a demonEverybody else I have sat for always leaves a number
Murray, Mrs. Sandra Perkins
stration project for the
where they can be reached, but my folkknever do.
and Baby Boy., Route 3,
elderly in the Jackson
Sometimes they'll take- Off on Friday, arid stay away
Mayfield, Mrs. Donna J.
Purchase.
It
is
until Sunday night,- and I never know where they've been
Gibson and Baby Girl, Box 7,
designed to help older.
until they come back and tell me..
Hazel, Mfrs. Martha Jane
persons remain in
I have asked them many timets to please'tell me where
Murray,
Overbey,
Route
2,
they'll be staying in case of emergencies, but they say,
their own homes as an
Miss Sherry K. Gilliam, Clark
"We don't know. If anything happens, call the doctor and
alternative to entering
Hall, MSU, Murray, Mrs. the ambulance!"
institutional facilities.
My parents have been married for 20 years and they
Margaret Ann Buchanan,
Who is eligible?
deserve a good time, but don't you think they should at
Michelle
Miss
Hazel,
1,
Route
Persons who:
Beasley, Hart Hall, MSU, least call in or something?
I. Are age 60 or
SIXTEEN AND CONCERNED
Murray, Mrs. Elizabeth
older, AND
Tommy
Dexter,
Puckett,
2. Need services to
DEAR CONCERNED: Yes, but if your parents aren't
Irvan, 13(17 Wells, Murray, concerned about possible emergencies,
remain in their homes
all you can do is
Roger H. Grogan, 1609 keep your eye on the little ones and pray you never have to
(such as household
Magnolia, Murray, Mrs. Mary
call the doctor and the ambulance.
chores, meals, health
Louise 13alentine, Route 3,
P.S. Next time they take off, ask them to PLEASE call
needs, transportation
you once a day. It's a reassuring and inexpensive habit.
Mayme
Murray,
Mrs.
andothers), AND
Thompson, 305 Woodlawn,
3. Can not get the
Laurine . Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret el
Mrs.
Murray,
services from any
Waldrop,
9th, popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular;
North
109
othersource. -You're Never Too Young Or Too Old." Send SI with a long,
Adams,
Murray,
Robert
L
If
you
have
self-addressed, stamped (24 cents) envelope to Abby, 132
Route 1,Farmington, Vivori4).
questions
about
Lasky Drive,Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.
Murray,
Shelton,
5,
Route
Project Independence
Hoyt Mangrum, Box 65,
call Bonnie Ashby at
Farmington, Chesley Adams
753-5362,
(expired), Fern Terrace,
Murray.

Your Individual
Horoscope

560 81r PK3OF
BATH TOWELS

• Soft, absorbent cotton towels and cloths
looped on both sides for extra absorbency.
Many decorator prints and biendable solids
tO select from,

'

VASELINE
BATH BEADS
Keeps your fur nace running cleaner and
smoother Choose 16x20x 1", 16x25x1",
20x20x1,or 20x25x1"

POLAROID
T-108 FILM
bafffffleARS.V4:45WANSfek;.•—"-.......
Ii38

Frances Drake

V•
•

Majestic
House
Steak•Pirca
Starting Monday Feb. 27

Daily Specials
Monday - Fresh Chicken
Dinner - $1.75
Ground Round.
Dinner - $1.65

Tuesday - Ribeye Dinner
Served Wit, Poloto
8 Garlic Brood

Wednesday - Flounder
With Potato a Garlic Brood $199
$1751
Lasagna With Garlic Bread
Thursday - Ground Round
With Potato and Bread
$165
Friday - Saturday - Sunday
Ribs,. Served With Salad. 41420
U. S. Choice
Potato A Bread

3

54

Ribeye Dinner - $199
Fresh Chicken Dinner - $1 7$

•
4
.

Both With Potato A Bread*
%

SPECIAL

••

Intensive Care Lotion keeps
your body soft arid smooth all
year round 10 fl ounces

For rich, vibrant color
pictures in 60 seconds
Get details about $2
onus at Roses

''00346P4/0091610.

Polaroid's

Bring in any
camera in any
condition!

00
TRADE-IN

You push one button the
One-Step does the rest
There IS no -focusing andthe picture s harKted to you
just seconds

Features automat,c. expo
sure control sharp 3.
element 'tens and built-it
flash Its another Quality
camera from Polaroid'

An,

Sunday
00

POLAROID
T-88 FILM

eet >

North 12 - Open 11 a.m. to liUdaight

Served with
Choice of
Potato 8
Garlic Bread

FOR SUNDAY,FEBRUARY 26, 1178
What kind of day will form opinions dravrn from intomorrow be? To find out what sufficient data. Explore a new
the stars say, read the forecast avenue for surer procedures
given for your birth Sign.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
ARLES
iNes,
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) I
- A splendid period in which to
Your greatest blessing now renew affectionate ties throughwill be "inspiration." You'll mutual interests and pastimes.
suddenly "see the light" in a Your
domestic
affairs
domestic situation which has especially favored.
been bothering you.
CA'PRICORN
TAURUS
Dec. 22 to Jan. 201
64.;
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
‘‘e?'
Some confusion indicated
Forget "important"'matters during the
early hours, but it
for the moment. It's tune to clears . up WITHOUT
your inindulge yourself a bit — tervention-,tip
preferably in the company of you. Evening don't let it disturb(
gay and amusing companions. socializing. favors romance,
GEMINI
•
AQUARIUS
(May 22 to June 21
You may wish you had not (Jan.- 21 to Feb. 191
Some will be pleased, -some
made certain plans for the day
— with results of your
but, even if it takes special
effort, follow them up. You'll be decisions, plans. Be careful to
consider the wishes of all
happier in the long run.
concerned in conclusions. Work
CANCER
Arno 22 to July 23) et)" for effectiveness.
If "collecting" is your hobby, pISCES
this is your day — especiiilly if ( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
you're looking for something
Give your best, then await
unusual in the way of books or returns calmly. If crises arise,
manuscripts.
either within the family circle
LEO
or
preserve
without,
(July 24 to Aug. 23)12
equilibrium, perspective,
A casual meeting with humor.
someone of importance will
have pleasing results — but not
YOU BORN TODAY areimmediately. Keep that best extremely versatile, and are
foot forward.
willing to give readily of yotlr
VIRGO
abilities and energies to any
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP%-- worthwhile project. Your
. An excellent day for com- personality is an outgoing one
bining business with pleasure, and you make, and keep.
for' profiting from your past friends easily. You are artistic
displays of good will.
by nature and always like your
LIBRA
surroundings to reflect beauty
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
— whether at home or at work
If you don't look too longingly
en if they don't, yOu are
"
— but
at the other side of the fence, philosophictil
about it. You may
you'll find time to enjoy what's ...have an extraordinary.interest
it YOUR side — and it's plenty! in die °caulk which would make
a fine hobby for you. Birthdate
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
of: yiete
!Hugo, author; Jackie'
You could hurt your cause by Gleason"- and Tony Randall.
-being too-hasty, too readf to entertainers.
•

\ For
inexpensive
super color pictures
\ in 60 -seconds Get
details about $2
Bonus at Roses -

•

nly3tP

So, bring that old camera in
and get $5.00 off on these
two fine Polaroid Cameras..

.
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--:,Looking Back
10 Years Ago

Echoes Front The Past

I -4 Column of historical and gene'ailogica/
anecdotes. stories and familv notes.)

Historic Smiihland-

Deaths reported include,
Mrs.Emma Haden..
Miss
Margaret Faye
Brandon, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. James W. Brandon of
Smithland, Kentucky, has
Murray Route One, was been mentioned manytimes in
married to Army Specialist old chronicles of Western
Fourth Class James A. Gib- Kentucky, including the
son, son of Mr. and Mrs. Letters from Dover which
Alfred Gibson of Trenton, Tn., were printed in the previous
on Fell. 9.
two columns. It is no longer
_ Twyman Edwards of the bustling river town that it
Kirktky Route One has been unceigulaj
lawiaggivanuay to
elected to membership in the, ,pratreas,, although_ it is still
-Anierieirikrigus Association the site of some beautiful old
at St. Joseph, Mo
houses,
including
the
renowned Gower House. It
was used as the location for
the film How the West Was
Won a few years back, with
A general sales meeting of Thornton.
the Tappan Company will be
Marshall Gilliam, Wanda many of the local residents
held in Murray starting March Taylor, Lutricia Hale, 'Betly - participating as extras.
—3—According la.Verne yle, .Jane
Roberts,. Donald _ Smipilant was the fourth
general manager of the Cleaver, Ted -- Lovett,, Euple .town .to be establishezd
Murray
Mnufactufing Wilson, Wanda Fahvell, June Livingston County, being.
Company, local producer Sheppard, Myrna Hargis, Don located at the point where the
ranges. Chapman, Hicks Wells, Cumberland river pours into
Tappan
of
ed --Howard Bucy, Fay Childress, the.Ohio river. The town has
----Approximately one
sales representatives of the and Glenn Hale are cast been established as a realcompany will be in Murray members of the senior play,
throughout the week for the
No Boys Allowed" to be
sales meeting.
presented at Almo High
Deaths reported include School on Feb. 28.
Mrs. J. J. Martin.
Murray State College
Births reported from Feb. 21 Thoroughbreds beat Tento 24 at the Murray Hospital nessee Tech 66 to 55 in their
a•boy - to-Mr.-and-Atro, - last- basketball game of the
Gerald Coles, a boy to Mr. and season. Quitmah Sullins was
Mrs. Mitchell Story, and a girl high for Murray with 15
to Mr. and Mrs. Will-D. points.
Carrier eterporation, Inc.,
has leased the building formerly occupied by the
Maremont Corporation on
East Math Street for a small
manufacturing operation to
begin in April.
Calloway County Judge Hall
McCuiston and Murray Mayor
Holmes.Ellis have issued an
official proclamation
declaring the week of Feb,_26.
to March_l_as_Earm Boreal..
Appreciation Week im murray_
and Calloway County.

20 Years Ago

estate venture by William Memphis and New Orleans.
Croghan, brother-in-law to The various crafts woult.put
George Rogers Clark. After in at Smithland for supplies
the Jackson Purchase Treaty and repairs. From this modest
was concluded in July, 1805, beginning, the town grew into
which ended all claims of the a sort of inland port, where
Chickasaws to the land east of unemployed dock hands,
the Tennessee.river, the land runaways, and idlers would
was opened to expansion and gather on the chance of
.
speculation.
gaining employment on these
Before Croghan had filed his vessels.
The main attraction of the
petition to form the town of
Smithland, there had been a town, according to one early
very small settlement by the Correspondent, was its pool
same name a few miles away, table, evidently the only one in
but it had existed for only a the territory. It had, besides
brief time. By 1811, Smithland the pool room which housed
had been platted, lots had said table, a tavern, as yet no
been sold, and the town began church or school, and one
• dottor. ITy 1810 therewere two
to blossom:
Its original name wasSmith fertiet St •Smithland, one
Town and it consisted of five crossing the Ohio and one the
houses. It rapidly became a Cumberland. At this time; the
stopping place for boats-town -had - -grown —to - 20
traveling from Pittsburgh to households, with a population

40 Years Ago
W. J. Caplinger has been

include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
reelected as superintendent of Ed West on Feb. 22 and a girl
the Murray City Schools which to Mr. and Mrs. Ellis
Include Murray High and Shoemaker on Feb.19.
Murray Training Schools.
The Murray Training School
More than 89,000 pounds of Orchestra, directed by Miss
--dark fired tobacco were sold Daisy Hinkle, music critic
yesterday on the Murray teacher, will present a concert
floors with an average of $8.34 at the college auditorium on
per one - hundred pounds Feb.24.
'
reported.
The Murray High School
Deaths reported this week basketball closed the season
_include Mrs. Felix Bailey,age with a 19 to 15 win over
.56, Dr. Robert Parvin Mayfield. .
,-,Crawford, age 55, Mrs. Laura
Elected as "Ten Most
•:Weldon McClain, age 84, and Beautiful Coeds" on the
'Mrs. Laura Ann Aston,age 86. Murray State campus were
The First Baptist Church Martha Nelle Wells, Georgia
has voted to build a new home Gatlin, Mary Virginia Wren,
for the church pastor.
iliNaomi Turk, Eloise Porter,
Marriages announced this "Margaret Weber Trevathan,
week include Thelma Riley to Mary Elizabeth Roberts,
Kenneth (Jack) Bailey on Patricia Alexander, Margaret
Feb.6.
Marshall, and Eugenia
Births reported this :week Mackey Hamby.

50 Years Ago.
A big mass meeting of Kentucky Dental Association
people of the town and country held at Paducah. Dr. 0. B.
with the Murray State College Irvan and Dr. B. F. Berry of
band playing and short Murray also attended the
speeches being made by meeting.
leading citizens is scheduled -- Dr. J. W. Carr of Murray
for fourth Monday to promote State Teachers College is
the establishment of the attending the National
Associational
-proposed national Mammoth Education
meeting being held in Boston,
Cave Park in Kentucky.
An average O1$11.80 per one Mass.
Yew
-ell Harrison of Murray
hundred pounds for the sale of
dark fired tobacco for the has been elected president of
week of Feb. 15 to 23 on the the junior class...of Murray
Murray Loose Leaf Floors State Teachers College.
was reported. A total of 180,000
pounds were sold.
Milirray
Deaths reported include_
Joseph W.Falwell;age 64.
Ledger & Times
- Fifty-five b6Ys are now
Publisher
Walter I. Apperson.
affiliated in the Boy Scout
fl Gene McC'utcheon
Edilor
program , here Eu Murray,
The Murray ledger &-Times
—fx
according to C. K. Whitehead, published every afternoon exceptSundays, July 4, Christmas Day, New
&out/nester.
Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N. 4th
allthe
to
Named
St., Murray. Ky. 42071. Second Class
tournament team at the
Postage Paid at Murray,Ky.42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas
Calloway County Basketball
served by carriers. $2.50 per month,
Tournament, won by Almo
payable in advance. By mail In
Calloway County and to Benton, HarHigh School, were Coehran of
din, Mayfield. Sedalia and FarLynn Grove, Schroeder of
mington, Ky. and Paris, Buchanan
In.. $17.30 per year. By
Almo, Trevathan of Almo, and Puryear.'
Mail to ether destinations, $32.20 per
Adams of Kirksey, and
year.
Member of -Associated Press, KenOutland of Murray High.
tucky Press Association and Southern
Blalock of New Concord, T.
Newspaper Publishers Association.
The Associated Press is exclusively
Doran of Lynn Grove, and
entitled to republish local. news
Pogue of Lynn Grove received
originated by The Mtlethr Ledger &
Times as well as all other AP news.
honorable mention.
TELEPHONE-NUMBERSDr., H. M. McElrath of
•• 755-11/16
Business Office
Classified Advertising
753-1216
Murray led the discussion on
Retail,(Dispiay1 Ailgertising 753-1219
"Oral Hygiene" at the. eireskatkin
753-414
IPetn4 LLthe:L_Southwest4

•

of about 100,including slaves.
The town, 'for the next
several decades, depended on
the river, traffic for Its
livelihood, becoming a- port
where goods could be
picked up by a
later boat, or by locAl merchants for resale elsewhere.
Farming was not stressed
beyond growing enough corn
to feed the horses,since there
was a scant 30 acres of
tillable, and at that, very
poorly
tillable,
land
surrounding the town.
In 1808, over 2000 barges,
keels anci flatboats had used
the port -for 'some sort of
business.
The
chief
businessman of the town was
Joseph Woods, who kept a
combination store and
warehouse. His business
operated -under a handicap
which was common for that
period — that of the confusion
of currency. Records kept on
the produce which passed
through
Mi - WOods'
warehouse show that some of
the transactions were done in
British pounds and sterling,
-while others Were done with
American money. To further

mit

confuse matters, there was bustling river town,
not as yet a universal likely overpopulated w4h
roustabouts waiting fOr
monetary system, each state river
their chance at the pool table.
producing its own currency,
.This prtsents a very different
ifotilivays of eqtial value.
picture from the one which
This eq • y gave rIlltr115- gr-fftgd-nes one quiet,
conversion tables, which sumenef Sunday a few years
proved confusing ,and un- ago. The town was peacefully
satisfactory; sometimes 1 _enjoying its sabbath, and as I
coin was evaluated by its scale sat down neatthe riverbank,I
weight. Eventually, in an had the privilege of watching
attempt to bring order out of a pastor leading his,-flock
chaos, the Spanish piastre, or down to the Ohio river for a
dollar, was chosen as the baptism service. Quite a
universal standard of value. different picture indeed.
From this practice evolved
the expression "pieces of
reight," since the coin was
often cut into eight pieces- in
order to make change. It was
often charged at a skillful
'And Motes said - unto the
blacksmith could even cut a Lord,
0 niS,.Lord, I am not
piastre into ten pieces,
eloquent, neither heretofore,
making himself a bit of profit.
`nor sinee thou bast spoken
All in all, the most highly unto thy servant: but I am
trusted form of exchange slow of speech, and of a slow
became tobacco warehouse tongue." Exodus 4:10
receipts an& land wasrentse. God recognizes our potential
which were readily tiecepied •'and calls ill. to serve Him,
as currency.
even while we are deprecating
Thus was the town
turn_
. of ourselves and making exlife—
Smithland bile at the
a cuses. Let-ftirrrhave
the nineteenth century, a and use you in His way!

Bible Thought

IRE STOCK FALL

29

NITS

30 Years Ago
Morrayana hauled out their _America last night at the high
umbrellas and raincoats today school with Joe Davenport,
and resigned themselves to a FFA president, as toastlong spell of rainy weather.
master. The 100th anniversary ofthe
Prof. Fred Schultz of the'
Salem Baptist Church will be Murray
State
College
observed 'Feb'. -IV to 29 byL Etlueation Department, was
special services, according to guest speaker,at the Ladies
the -Rev. T. T. Crabtree, Night meeting held by the
pastor. 4Speakers will be-the Paris, Tn., Lions Club at the
Revs. Ora Taylor, Wendell First Methodist Church there.
- hone, I. W. Rogers, M. M.
In high school basketball
Hampton, C. W. Lawrence, E. games, Murray Training beat
Smilers, Leslie Gilbert„L. KirksPy, Farmington beat
V. Henson,and H. F. Paschall. Almo, and Murray High beat
John
Koon, - district Lone Oak. High score,rs were
supervisor of Vocational Boyd for Murray Training,
,Agriculture, Paducah,.was the Wilson for Kirksey, Spaulding
featur-ed speaker at the for Farmington, Thompson
Father-Son Banquet held by for Almo,-Hargis and Clerk for
the-Haiel High School Chapter Murray High,--and Perry and
of the Future Farmers of Hall for Lone Oak.

B. hill.

Yard

• 1111-0011 REGULAR STOCK! AT ONE LOW PRICE!
I1AND TAIL ORED FROM

HANCOCK
FABRICS

PENJOLETON
WOOLENS
PENDLETON WOOLEN MILLS
PORTLAND OREGON
100 VIKGIN WOOL

Paducah, Ky.

Open Mon.-Fri. 10 A.M.-$:30 P.M.
iaturny 10 A.M.-6 P.M.
Cardinal Point Shopping Cantor

9

0

Yard

Yard

0

CORDUROY

0

0

ENTIRE STOCK
•45" Wide
•Perm Press
•2-5 Yd. Lengths
• Wide Wale & Pin Cord

498

197;

IMO

SIIIIALINE GABARDINE
•60" Wide
•2-5 Yd. Lengths
• Reg.78-$4" Yd

ENTIRE
STOCK

New
Spring Fabrics
Are Here!

Soft, Ice Cream Pastel Colors
in Knits...Laundered Cotton
Gauze & Gabardines
All Easy-Care Fabrics.
Es3 If You,Have To Iron It...
We Won't Sell It!

0

0

0

0

0

Yard

PERM PRESS

CHALLIS
&
COTTON
PRINTS
• 45" Wide • Vol. to '3.98 Yard

0

$1100
Yards For

0
0'
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Tappan Board Announces $291.5 Million Sales During 1977
MANSFIELD, OHIO — The March 1, 1978.
board of directors of The -. -- The establishment of the
Tappan Company iNYSE- Annual Shareholders Meeting
TAP) at their February to be held on April 24, 1978.
meeting announced:
19T/ Operating Results
— 1977 sales were $291.5
W. R. Tappan, chairman of
million and net earnings for the board, commented that,
the year were $2.0 million, or "Record sales for the year
$.65 per share, compared with indicate a continued strong
1976 sales of $265.1 million and demand for all of the comnet earnings before ex- pany's products." Tappan
traordinary credit of $3.4 said further, "Earnings for
million, or $1.13 per share.
1977 were disappointing, due
— Fourth quarter 1977 sales mainly
to
excessive
were $78.3 million and net manufacturing costs in the
earnings for the quarter were appliance operations caused
$1.8 million, or $.57 per share, by production inefficiencies
compared ,to .firth quarter and relatively low produe-1976 sales of $76.1 million and tivity levels. We expected
net earnings of013 million, or plant — ttfIcieticy
and
$.43 per share.
productivity would improve
— A $.06 per share cash earlier in the year than acdividend has been declared for tually
occurred.
Imthe first quarter of 1978, provements were made in
payable on March 15, 1978, to reducing manufacturing cost
shareholders of record on levels during the fourth

quarter.
"We continue to be -pleased
with the performance of our
Cabinet Group and the improved performance of our Air
Conditioning Division.
Fourth Quarter Results
"Record fourth quarter
sales were due mainly to a

strong customer acceptance levels in the appliance
of Tappan products, par- division.
ticularly in our cabinet lines
"We were also pleased by
"Fourth quarter earnings inventory reductions and
were up due to a continuation. reduced borrowing levels
of improved performances in during the fourth quarter.
the cabinet group and air
"While the fourth quarter
conditioning division and was gratifying in that some
reduced manufacturing coot improvements were made, we

Fred R. Barber
Named Manager

Jimmy Fain Is
Named To Panel
With Chrysler

ia
Fdison
red R
vill
. Barber,
,a
ailicling
year
old real estate salesman who
has sold more than $1 million
In property each of the last
three years, has been named
manager of Huber Realtor's

l

on

.0
.

I

MK NOTES
The first paper money in
the American-coicetea was
issued in Massachusetts in
1690. Time "bills of credit!'
were one-year notes used to
pay soldiers as they returned from a war against
Quebec.

to Charles C. Ashby, vicepresident
and
general
manager of Huber Realtors.
Barber, a graduate of the
Realtors Institute, began his
duties in mid-January. He
joined Charles Ashby Real
Estate in 1976 prior to the
firm's merger withHuber and
formerly managed a real
estate firm in Murray.
The new manager attended
Murray State University and
is currently chairman of the
Grievance Committee of the
Madisonville-Hopkins County
Board of Realtors. He is the
son of--filree Mildred Barber,
714 Poplar Street, Murray,
and is married to the former
Ann Kay Sanders, daughter of
Mr:.-and Mrs. A. C. Sanders of
Murray. Mr. and Mrs. Barber
have three children - Brad,
Allison, and Steven.

Jimmy M. Fain of Jim Fain
Motors, Inc., Murray, has
been elected to the St. Louis
Zone
Chrysler-Plymouth
Advertising Association
Board of Directors for a two
year term.
The Board represents over
150
Chrysler-Plymouth
dealers in parts of Illinois,
Indiana, Kentucky, and
Missouri. The dealers are part
of a non-profit corporation
which governs advertising
and promotional activities for
member dealers.

Story Ann Lambert:on

Appointed To
F-P Position

are deeply concerned that we
Must now face an energy
crisis caused by coal shortages and the potentially
disruptive effects on the
company's operations in
1978."
" • irs Annual
Shareholders' Meeting
The board established a
record,date of March 13, 1978
for the annual shareholders'
meeting of The Tappan
Company, to be held at 4:00
p.m. at the company's
national beedquarters
building, Mansfield, Ohio,'A
April 24, 1978.
Tap.
is a diversified
direr of products..
used in "Serving the Heart of
the
Home,"
including
microwave ovens, major
kitchen appliances, unitary
heating and air conditioning
equipment, kitchen cabinets,
bathroom vanities, medicine
cabinets and metal waste
containers.

-Ear AURORA,
The appointment of Mary Ann
Lambertsen
created position of vicepresident — personnel for
Fisher-Price Toys was announced today by Henry H.
by Bill Boyd
Coords, president.
Ms. Lambertsen, most
. Open a checking account with us. Checks are safer
recently a personnel officer at
convenient.
than carrying cash and more
the New Jersey headquarters
The Independent Insurance
of the American Telephone di Agents of Kentucky
have
PEOPLES
0/13ANK
Telegraph Company, will be announced the formation of a
Member FDIC
responsible for personnel Speakers' Bureau
MURRAY
ET.
with
functions involving the representatives in all
counties
company's 6,200 employees of Kentucky.
•
worldwide.
William Greenwood of
In
making
the
an- Central City serves as
nouncement, Mr. Coords said: chairman of the public
"Because the number of relations committee of the
Fisher-Price employees has association. He reports that
"The urgent is selciom important! The important
nearly_ tripled in the last the purpose of the bureau is to
is seldom
decade; there has existed a make- available informative
need to place increased eni- and educational speakers
on
phasis on personnel activities insurance related subjects to
throughout the company, in include --workmen' cornUse United States and in our,
international operations.7
R. C. Riley, Benton,
Lambertsen
Ms.
has president of the 2,500 member
combined experience of over agents group stated, "Our
13 years in operating and Association
will gladly furnish
personnel assignments, in- without any obligation
an
cluding seven years with the agent from our Speakers'
Ohio Bell Telephone Com- Bureau to discuss
the in"The Businessman's Choice For Fine Printing"
pany.
surance industry and how it
102 North 4th Street — Murray, Ky. 42071 — 753-5397
relates to the consumer. Our
talks are totally consumer
oriented "
Riley further stated, Any
group desiring a speaker may
make its request by writing:
Speakers
Bureau,
Independent Insurance Agents
The Kentucky Restaurant of Kentucky, 9112 Leesgate
Association will hold a Top- Road, Louisville, Kentucky
Management Seminar on a
wide range of subjects of
interest to the foodservice
industry
on
Monday.
*Office *dims •Caladaters.Desk Sets
February 27 and Tuesday.
.Complete Office bnembks
February 28 at Executive
West in Louisville.
The seminar will begin at
9:00 a.m. on Monday, adForrest Priddy, a Murray
journing for the day at 5:30; resident, has been named a
will resume at 8:10 on leading salesperson for Mead
314 Main Street
Tuesday morning and will Containers in 1977. Mead
Murray, Kentucky 42071
conclude at 1:00 p.m. on operates 22 container plants
753-0123
Tuesday.
across the United States.
Priddy is based at the
Memphis operation.
Priddy joined Mead's sales
WHO SAID FARM INSURANCE
staff ten -years ago. He has a
IS COMPLICATED?
B. S. in marketing from
Memphis State UniVerdq.He
is a member of the Rotary
Club, Chamber of Commerce,
gamma,
and Four Rivers' Boy Scout
gamod
•
Council.
Irmo"?
He and his wife, Barbara,
are parents of two sons, Chris
NOT WHEN YOU HAVE
and Brent

Home Sweet Home'

Insure It Properly
Safeguard your biggest inyeit-ment with. si comprehensive, onepremium Homeowner's golicy. In----euesja—speipst-every-

+a— •h.

Call 7534451

-

PURDOM4THURMAtt

Insurance Agency
Billy Thurman — Van Haverstock

We at the

—

Bank of Murray

Insurance
Agents Form
Speaker Panel

offer our

Congratulations
to
Jimmy M.Fain
Forrest Priddy

PRINTING

Fred R. Barber

Winchester Services

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
•
•
THE BUSINESS MAN'S
•
•
•
FRIEND
•
•
FOR All YOUR OFFICE NEEDS!
•
•

Seminar For
Restaurants
Is Scheduled

e :

Forrest Priddy
Named By Mead

TWIN LAKES OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC.

FARMERS

Reliability And
Friendly Service
Come in and stock up on All
-yourfirst aids, vitamins and
supplies now!

FREE
DELIVERY

1 1 1

1 1

income trust
MONTHLY- QUARTERLY
SEMIANNUAL PLAN'S
• Thrs represents the net annual ontensst ascorne
Ismerl upon the urn.ennuel Gb
button plee.,efter
annual expenses. drvtded by the pubhc offereng pe,ce
The yteld roll vary areth changes ,n etther amount
••Porbons of thn rettrrn rney be sublect
to safe or local rase!
.

AA Rated
This rating is due to an msurance policy issued by
• IVIGIC INDEMNITY CORPORATION and relates only
to the bonds in the portfoho and not to units of this Trost
The insurance does not certicive the market risk sure it
doesnot guarantee the market value of the units.

ARO

Plan

Automatic Reinvestment Option
Opportunity for qualified und holders to automatically
resnvest interest (and principal I proceeds in
nitrintstment swim at fugher yields than
the genssal public offering

1

Bond Sales Up

MULEiGUARD
We can put the property and liability
coverages ybu Med to protect your farm
and yourJamily in one convenient
MULT1GUARD policy.
Arid you have a choice of
to protect
your home and personal possessions.
We can simplify things for you with
one inturance company, one premium payment, one renewal date, ana one agent.

The Murray
Insurance Agency
-

The terms-of Alm insurance policy ere more hilly
described in the prospectus No representation is made
as to the insurer's ability to mast its cammtarnento

insured municipals

l,

Rano-Ens

104 N. 5th St. — 753-8302

Insured Principal
and Interest Payments

Bel lir Shopping Ctr.
Phone 153-4751

1 1 It

raiL
4AKJIM-

Kentuckians purchased
$91,641,363 -in U. S. Savings
Bonds during 1977. Record
numbers of Kentuckians also
became regular savers
through the Payroll Savings
Plan for buying bonds, with
more than 52,000 new or increased allotment savers
Signed up in 1977. The goal for
the year had been 46,000.
Americans now own over $76
billion worth of Savings
Bonds.
Ray
Brownfield,
Jr
volunteer Savtngs Bonds
chairman for Calloway
County reported sales of
Series E and H Savings Bonds
during Decemar were
$18,410, while sales for the
year totaled $280,991 or 78.1
'per cent.of the Couniy:s annual gad of-$359,950. ---•

_

First of Michigan Corpor-ation_,...b...„.„,
SIshis E n L hangr,Ink

Woodmen Bldg. / Marra-Y, kentucky 42071
.
(502) 753-9,476
-

'

/7=
spectus Containing more
A Pr,
about
the IM-IT Fund, including all
will
expenses
be
charspri and
sent upon receipt of the coupon
you
Reed it carefully before
invest Send no money

complete informatuon

Series
0

O Yes:l am
hiann•

TN, ,. ...a,. •• ON. alf OW. ,..,” •1.9.1.•10t.e• 0. are oe.0.
of •••

T

r, ,
F•naOa.,.
,,,,•••••••ch•
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Prep Cage Scores
By The Associated Press
Boys Games
Adair Co 59 Hart Co 48
Anderson CO 65 Henry:, Co 47-,AstdancL71 Johnson central
52
Bardstown- ,-Bethlehem._ V
Lou Ifinth &0-71.
Bourtion Co 58 Madison
Central 57 Boyd Co 84 Jenkins 56
-Breathitt Co 62 Whitesburg
61
Breckinridge Co 48 Lou
-Westport 44
Campbellsville 69 N Hardin
67
. "'Corbin 79 Harlan51
-------Danville 78 Woodford Co4
• Deming 60 Nicholas Co 59
- Dixie Heights -77 -WaltonVerona 69
E Carter 85 Rowan Co 83 OT
Franklin Co 89 Grant Co 55
Franklin -Simpson 56
Glasgow 50
Green Co 75 Cumberland Co
73
_
Jackson 6/_Owsley Co6Q
, Knott Central 92 Leslie Co66Ky CoUritry Day 50'L'ex
ayre-32
LaRue Cu 78W-Hardin 66
lco 99 B-urnside
Laure
Ahrens 66 JefLou
fersontown 45
Lou Atherton 64 Lou St
Xavier 50
Lou DeSales 63 Lou
Shawnee 55
Lou Durrett 65 Lou Manual
63
_ "MOW irequotly-al,ou -Bishop
D-avid 40*
Lou Seneca 84 Lou Ballard
82
Lou Trinity 82 Lou
Waggener 76
McDowell 90 Letcher Co 55
Mercer Co 58 Washington Co

!Akers Hang On To Get
CMS
39-38 Win lie.r

SCOTT SMILING - Roger Scott(25) of the Woos smiles is
he goes 901he twice Worm for two pellets over Gone
techhers-ef-Ibe--Leherer-le-Oh•-beehereees‘40--Deryl Bushrod(SeaN notes by Korvin Penick)

to recapture that four-point
.
lead.
Scott
Roger
managed a
layup for the Falcons with 1:33
left on the clock. The Falcons
were ready to swoop but they
swarmed instead and fouled
Laker Randy McCallon.
McCallon went to the line and
sunk both free shots. He hit six

of six free throws in the
contest.
Scott tiped one in for Hickman and then went to the foul
line for one more point with
0:36 left in the contest. The
Falcons were down by one at
37-36. - •
McCaw want to the line for
the Lakers and displayed
•••
••-

Kevin Porter Helps Ease
New Jersey Nets' Pains

-Morgan Co 57 Paintsville 51 Nelson Co 70 Marion Co 66
Oldham Co 70 Frankfort 54
Powell Co 66 MC Napier 59
Richmond Madison 96
Harrodsburg 77
Rockcastle Co 73 Casey Co

so

Russell Co68 Boyle Co 55
Scott Co 70 Estill Co 54
Shelby Co 78 Elizabethtown

so
Wolfe Co 112 Montgomery to
77
•
Allen Co 75 Lewisburg 41
Lyon
84.
-Ballard Merriorial
•
Co 72 _
Berea 73 Jackson Co 63
Betsy Layne 55 Mullins 54
Bowling Green 76 Todd
Central 74
Christian Co 79 Mayfield 72
Conner 83 Simon Kenton 78
Coy Holmes 107 Campbell
CO 51
Danville 78 Woodford Co 58
Dawson Springs 67 Caldwell
Co 59
Deming 60 Nicholas Co 59
Drakesboro 82 Whitesville
Trinity 62
Erlanger Lloyd 63 Boone Co
52
Peroing Co 95 Lewis Co 63
Fordsville 93 Chandlers 88
Garrard Co 74 Pulaski Co 67
Green Co 75 Cumberland Co
73:
Heath 45 Fulton City 40
Henderson Co 95 Crittenden
Cd'73
Lone Oak 75 Carlisle Co 66
Lou Central 62 Pleasure
Ridge Park 58
Lou Doss 70 Lou Thos Jefferson 69
Lou Southern 76 Lou Stuart
74
Lou Valley 68 Lou Fairdale
58
Maysville 68 Newport Cath
66
Oboro Apollo 62 Butler Co 51
Pad Tilghman 66 Hopkinsville 64
Pendleton Co 77 Paris 68
Pikeville 75 Elkhorn City 49
Sedalia 55 Farmington 52
Trigg Co 57 Marshall Co 48
Trimble Co 51 N Bullitt 50
OT
W Anderson 71 Portland
-Christian 35
Univ
66
Carter
W
Breckinridge 65 OT
Girls Games
Anderson Co 79 Henry Co 50
Ashland 60 Shelby Co 27
Bath Co 56 Woodford Co 42
Corbin 63 Harlan 43
Fort Knox 61 Warren
Central 52
Hughes-Kirk 81 Drakesboro
30
Knox Central 55 Bell Co 40
Ky Country Day .45. Lex
Sayre 26
-LaRue Co 39 IN-Hardin 38
Lou Ballard 41 Lou Seneca
39
Marshall Co 77 Trigg Co 50
Nelson Co 52 Marion Co 46
Pleasure Ridge Park 87 Lou
Central 53
Pulaski Co 58 Monticello 56
•
...„Wayne Co 56 Lincoln Co 42
W Hopkins 84 Union Co 43
Caldwell Co 43 Lyon Co 35
,Heath 51 Fulton City 17
Pad Tilghman 54 Carlisle Co
53
.Russell Co 77 Burnside 25
Metcalfe Oo GO Caverns 19

three-point lead at 18-15.
By KEVIN PENICK
Ledger & Times Sports Writer Laker Gene Lockhart scored
The Calloway County urtherneath to cut the lead to
Lakers edged out rival Hick- one point. Roger Rhodes
man County 39-38 last night. It scored from the outside to
was Homecoming at Calloway restore the Falcon lead.
for the class of 1974 and many Lockhart scored underneath
alumni were present to.-wito again to end .the second
quarter at 19-20.
ness the close game.
Few people realized that
The Lakers fought well
against the Hickman Falcons, there was a third quarter in
during, and after the game. the game. Calloway scored six
Even though the action was points and Hickman scored
rather slow paced, the close seven. The only real incident
scores kept the excitement of any consequence happened
when a technical was called on
high.
We beat them at their type Calloway for having six men
of ballgame," said Calloway on the floor. Hickman missed
thç.free throw. The score at
Coach Clayton Hargrove.
end"of the thrrd period was
the
played
we
time
last
learned
them that you cannot force 27-25 in favor of the Falcons.
The final period was much
them with the ball. We were
content•-ta-lay-baek-and---lek---Indro-exciting-m-Lockhart
them play - with the la11 Ojg tied the score first thing-in the
quarter and then sunk a field
front."
Calloway gained a four- goal to put the Lakers out in
point lead early in the first front.
Rhodes scored for the
quarter. It was the largest
lead established in the entire Falcons to tie the game at 29game by either team. Falcon all just before Jimmy
Ricky Deweese scored two 'Maddog' Lamb hit one under
long field goals from the left thehaSket toregain the Laker
Sideldtie the score at eight-all • ietwirfiticonralward DeBerry
tossed one inifrom the line to
at the end of the quarter.
The second quarter got off to tie the score again at 31-all.
a slow start; however, Hick- Lamb scored and then Ricky
man picked up and gained a Garland scorectfor the Lakers

ANOTHER REBOUND - Big Daryl Bushrod of the takers pulls
down a rebound, one of 11 he managed 41 the contest. Also in
the action is teammate Gene Lockhart (53).

111

excellent coolness as he tossed
itt the two foal shots that-iced
the game for Calloway.
DeBerry scored two on a
layup with less than ten
seconds left in the game.
Calloway took the ball out and
immediately turnech the ball
over to Hickman County. The
Falcons were able to make an
attempt at the goal before the
final buzzer. Calloway fans
were on their feet as the shot
rolled off the rim and the
Lakers won 39-38.
The action was notapizer;
however, a free-for-all broke
out between Calloway team
members and Hickman
players. Blows were _exchanged before Calloway
County Sheriff Max Morris
to break up tile
-Calloway outrebounded
Hickman 46-26. Daryl Bushrod
had 11 rebounds, Lamb and
Lockhart each had 10.
"Everyone contributed in.
this game. I could not single
out any one player as doing
more than another," said
Coach Hargrove. "We hope to
County
Carlisle
play
tomorrow (Saturday) but if
we don't; I feel that we are
ready to start in the tournament," he added.
The Lakers are now 12-8 for
the season.
likiwww Coal
Berry
DeBerry
Scott
Rhodes
O. Allen
Deweese

•

2
2
6
• .1
•

By ALEX SACHARE
scored 26 points and Lionel
16
Totals •
AP Sports Writer
Hollins added 21 as Portland
-Cmiavowy aeon
_
.It has not been an easy year held Kansas City -to 13 points
fg ft
for the New Jersey Nets as in the first period and was
6 1
•
Lockhart
,4 0
Lamb..
loss mounted upon loss for the. never in trouble.
1 6
N4cCallon
REBOUND BATTLE - Ricky DeWeese of the Fakons is by
worst team in the National
Lakers 109, Nuggets 99
3 0
Garland
Gene
against
boards
the
on
team
his
represents
he
its
1. 1
himself
his
Olive
of
Basketball Association. But
19
scored
Hudson
Lou
0 1
Bushrod
Kevin Porter eased some of 27 points in the second half as Lockharr and Daryl Seshrod. The !Akers outrebounded the
9
15
Totals
8 12 7
/Ulm=
the pain Friday night.
Los Angeles won for the 15th Falcons 46-26.
3 11 6
.
Calloway
(Staff Photos by Kiwi Fesidt)
Porter, rescued in mid- time in its last 19 starts.
Calloway
Preliminary:_
season from the bench of the
Detroit Pistons, set an NBA
,record by handing out 29
assists, leading the Nets to a
126-112 victory • over the
Houston Rockets.
The old NBA assist record of
28 was set by Boston's Bob
Cousy Feb. 27, 1959, and tied
by San Francisco's Guy
Rodgers on March 14, 1963.
Porter played, all the way
until the final 20 seconds,
when he left the court to a
standing ovation from the
crowd of 3,873.
In other NBA games Friday
night, the Boston Celtics beat
the Buffalo Braves 106-99, the
Washington Bullets edged the
Phoenix Suns 121-120 in
overtime, the Golden State
Warriors nipped the Atlanta
Hawks 97-96, the Milwaukee
Bucks trimmed the Chicago
Bulls 112-109 in overtime, the
New Orleans Jazz defeated
the Cleveland Cavaliers 10198, the.Portland Trail Blazers
beat the Kansas City Kings
Ws Hass The
We Are The
107-96 and the Los Angeles
Lakers topped the Denver
Nuggets 109-99.
The Nets led all the way,
moving in front. 68,53 at
halftime and coasting through
Of Light
the second half behind 39
iii
Fixutres
points by John Williamson and
This Area
35 by Bernard King.
Celtics 106, Braves 99
Sidney Wicks scored 26
Over
points and grabbed 14
On Display In
In This Area
rebounds as Boston beat
Showroom
added
Our
Bing
Buffalo, and Dave
20 points, nine rebounds and
six assists.
Bullets 121, Suns 120
Wes Unseld's dayup with 10
seconds to play in overtime
Washington over
lifted
Phoenix as the lead changed
hands five times in the fiveminute extra period. Paul
Westphal of Phoenix led all
scorers with 35 points.
Warriors 97, Hawks 96
Rookie Wesley Cox, who has
spent most of the season on the
injured list, sank a free throw
We have all kinds of electrical needs including
with 23 seconds left to give
Golden State its victory over
*Central Vacuum by Filtex *Central Music and Intercoms by Music & Sound
Atlanta. Phil Smith led the
*Chimes *Bathroom Vanities with man-made marble tops *floods and *All
Warriors with 27 points.
Bucks 112, Bulls 109
Ihrtone Products
Brian Winters got five of his
game-high 25 points in
overtime as the Bucks beat
the Bulls in a game marred by
three technical fouls against
the Bulls and the throwing of
coins by the Chicago crowd.
Jazz 101, Cavaliers 98
Gail Goodrich scored 26
his 30 points in the second half
for New Orleans, including a
pair of free throws with four.
seconds left that iced the.
victory over Cleveland. :
Blazers 107, Kingsli"---Lloyd Neal, filling In for the
injured Maurice Lucas,

Many Fixtures
Marked Down
To Cost or
At 10% Above
Cost

Most
Complete
Electrical
Store

Largest
Display

STICKING TO HIM - Howard Boone (41) of Murray High
sticks with Ralph Akers of the Pilots here as Akers goes up fdr
a shot and Boone has his hand high.

500

Whether You're
BuildingRemodelingOr Just Need
A Light Bulb
WE HAVE IT!

Why Such A Large Inventory?
"We Want Your Business!"

MARLENE FARRELL kicks up a ikot from the corner while
teammate Catherine Simmons (33) moves into rebound
position under the basket -Ferrell scorod eight points in the
Tigers'loss.
Staff eliem
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By MIKE BRANDON
' Ledger & Times Sports Editor
If the game hadn't ended,
the roof might have'fallen in
on the Murray High gymnasium Friday night.
First of all, when the Tigers
were about ready to come off
the floor and into,their pregame huddle to discuss
strategy for playing Fulton
County, the rim broke and one
of the goals had to be
replaced.
Whether it was the new goal
or the fact
it • was
Homecoming, something got
into the" Tigers and they
burned the net off the goal by
shooting a blazing 60 per cent
king a miraculous 78-75
comeback win over Fulton
County.
Quite simply, the play of the
game for Murray was made
.0
by Fulton County when 6-3
CHARGE — Ed Harcourt of the Tigers picks up two points
-.WOW
junior Darvell Holder picked
and a charging foul on this play as he runs over Joe Warren
up his fifth foul with 2:35 left in
(45) of Fulton County. Harcourt came on with a charge in point
FROM THE SIDE — Murray High's Frank Gilliam pops in
the game. Holder had been
production ieliasematimilupil*kilted with 19 points. basket freatikraiiiirwurliewarellowsirfetYand Ralph Akers
-playing brilliant----basketball
(Staff Photos by Mks emodest)
(31) watch Hi* play. Gilliam bed 32 points hi the contest.
and besides having scored 20
points, was doing everything
right.
When Holder exited from
the game, the Pilot were
holding on to a 71-63 lead.
Howard Boone went to the line
and made one free throw to
him the gap to seven but even
yet, it appeared the game
probably was over,
"We wanted it more than
they did," Murray coach Cary
Miller said. "We were really
fired up for the game then'
when the rim broke just before
we were supposed to start the
game, it took a little out of
us," Miller added.
In the final two minutes of
the game, without Holder,
Fulton County broke. When
Boone missed his second free
throw. .Holder. was on the
bench and couldn't get the
rebound. Nor could any of his
4eammates on the floor
because Ed Harcourt grabbed
it, flicked a pass to junior
reserve Mike Bradshaw and
he popped in a five-footer and
suddenly, it was 71-66. ..
The Pilots made it 73-66
when Ricky Duncan, the only
senior on the team, made two
free throws but Murray's
Frank Gilliam countered with
a pair of free throws and it
was 73-68 with 2:11 left in the
contest.
—
SUPER
(10)
Shelia
FRESHMAN
Guard
the
Alexander
of
POWERING INSIDE — Catherine Simmons (33) of the Tiger
The play of the game for the
Pilots scores on a short iumper over Marlene Farrell (21) of
girls powers her way to the inside and goes up to score while
came at the two-minute
Tigers
the
Tigers.
14
in
Alexander tossed
points for the Lady Pilots,
Myra Manny wed Donna Sledge(33)011ie Lady Pilots defend.
.mark when_ sophomore
reserve Nicky Swift came up
with a steal. The Tigers
worked the ball down the floor
and Boone scored from five
feet ,at the 1:47 mark and
Fulton County led just 73-70.
Willie McKinney of the
Pilots went to the line with
1:36 left with a chance to
stretch the margin to five but
the front end of the bonus fell
off the side of the rim and into
-We acted just like we did
the hands of Boone.
creased the margin to nine we started breaking their
By MIKE BRANDON
when we first started the
press.
Again, the Tigers quickly
Ledger & Times Sports Editor points at 33-24.
There's not a lot you
season.
people
overpower
don't
"We
last
the
through
brought it down and Swift
midway
But
Shelia Alexander lets her
job done and can do when you can't shoot,"
powered his way up and inside
actions speak louder than her quarter, Fulton County had but we get the
he added.
all
they're
it,
about
thing
one
still
the
lane for two and with just
and
lead
35-30
a
only
Friday
words. At least she did
What Fisher meant was
year,"
1:19 left in the game, Murray
night at Murray_High School couldn't shake the Tigers, who going to be back next
there wasn't a lot that can be
was down 73-72.
as the little freshman guard came into the contest on the added Henson.
done when the shots don't fall.
the
in
twice
led
Murray
winning
With just 56 seconds left;
five-game
paced Fulton County to a 46-35 crest of a
game, 2-1 and 6-5 before the The Tiger girlshad good shots
Duncan missed a shot from
streak.
win over the host Tigers.
under and Swift rebounded.
Then Alexander took over. Pilots surged to a 13-6 lead at all evening hilt they just
"She wasn't able to talk all
He was fouled on the play and
day because she had a She drove through the lane the end of the first period. Wouldn't go down.
"The people we rely on to
made both free throws to give
problem with her throat," and through everyone for an Action was extremely ragged
us through had bad
pull
the
as
quarter
second
the
in
Murray a 74-73 edge.
Pilot coach Richard Henson easy layup then after Sandy
Boone fouled the Pilots' Joe
Sharp hit from 15 feet and half ended with Fulton County games. We really didn't get a
said.
good game out of anyone. I felt
Warren at the 0:49 mark but
,What Alexander did was Sheri Workman scored on a on top 18-16.
The Tigers did not score we were lucky to stay as close
Warren also missed the front
quite simply, to take it to the .ietanid,—Alexander iced it
the first five minutes of as we did. When you play like
during
spectacular
side and Boone rebounded.
Tigers' throat. With some with another
that, you deserve to lose," The Tigers held the ball until
outstanding play for a fresh- drive down the lane for a 43-30 the third period while the
Fisher added.
seven-point
a
managed
Pilots
16 seconds were left and Swift
man, Alexander twice drove Pilot lead.
Murray ends regular season
was fouled.
It was not ayery well played spurt and pulled'out to a 25-16
down the throat of the Murray
play at 8-8, with three of the
• This time, Swift missed but
High defense for wide open game. In fact, it was quite lead before Murray finally
losses coming to Fulton
offense.
Gilliam rebounded and the
shots and helped the Pilots sloppy and at times boring. generated some
The Pilots led 27-20 but County.
ball was knocked out by the
pull away and break open Fulton County had 37 turThe Tiger girls will sit back
scored on a
Pilots. Murray got it in and
what had been a close game. novers in the game while the Rhysa Griffith
rebound and freshman Tonya and wait for Friday when they
Harcourt was fouled with 13
After three periods orplay, Tiger girls had 23.
Alexander hit from under to play the loser of Thursday's seconds left showing and he
a
had
have
"I think we may
Fulton County was clinging to
Marshall too joined the parade by
a 27-24 lead but a bucket by case of . tournament fever," trim the Pilot lead to 27-24 game between
County
County
Calloway
and
period
final
the
entering
weren't
just
"We
missing his free throw. But
Myra Marney, the only senior Henson said.
in Fourth District Tour- Gilliam, who had scored 22
on the club, followed by five ready to play ball. The where Fulton County took
nament action. • "
points in the first half, was
free throws, the Pilots in- Murray High gir1s aren't the charge.
there for the offensive
immommimmismr same team they were earlier High-scoring Donna Sledge,
FMtea Coady Girls
rebound.
in the season. Coach Fisher the top, point producer in the
MISS YOUR PAPER?
a
to
held
was
Region,
First
Alexander
14
2 Op
4 r4
1"
Gilliam fired the ball back
(Rick) has done a tremendous
Sledge
Sebscriiiers who Mese not
3 4 3 10
out to Harcourt who was
job with them and I think season-low 10 points. But she Marney
0 I 3 1
received their boatii-dolivensel
fouled with nine seconds left.
3 0 0 6
people should know," added pulled down 24 rebounds as the Hendrix
Sharp
$ 3 4 13
copy of 11.• Murray Lodger
This time, Harcourt made the
Henson, whose team had Pilots had the lead in that S. Worlmian
1 0 0 2
Naos by 5:10 p.m. Monday•
0 •0 1 0
free throws for a 76-73 Tiger
knocked off powerful Fancy department 44-39. Griffith had Malone
Darnell' "
0 0 1 D
Friday er by 3:30 p. a. on Sahalead before Duncan made it a
Farm Thursday to come into 10 rebounds for Muttay.
Totals
17 12 14 46
the
lrfor
scored
Sharp
Sandy
12days are tooled to colt 713 1916
a
with
one-point margin with a
Murray
the game at
Alarm
Orb
Pilots and was the third
betwouta 530 p. at. and 4 p.m.,
pf
bucket in the closing seconds.
6 slate
1
County player in Washer
Fulton
in
better
much
played
khoodey-Friday, or 330
Fulton County was in
"We
Farrell
4 0 4
Griffith
control for Most of the game.
to 4 4
mil 4p. a. Satardwys, to Were
the second half. I felt we were double digits.
4 it• 4
Nobody scored in twin Simmons.
The Pilots played beautiful
more aggressive on the boards
delivery sif the newspaper. C.
Alexander
2 1 3 4
Murray.
for
figures
Rowse)
ball throughout the first half
1 0 2 2
and we also went into a zone to
west be placed by 6 p.a. week1 0 1 2
"We just couldn't play." Jackson
and looked as tough as any
slow them dbwn. We pressed
days or 4 p.m. Seterdeys to
Morgan
0 1 0
Totals
team Murray had' played this
10 2 21 34
and that seemed to get us said Murray High coach Rick
gwaraehto delivery. .
46
Fulton Co.
13„ .0 9
.0"
SeaSon.
going'- then-late' in the.game, Fisher._
34
4 II I
Murr4P--

Lady Pilots Take 46-35
Win Over Murray Girls

At intermission, Fulton
County led 41-35. Murray
produced its first tie with 3:26
left in the third period when
Boone scored from five feet to
knot it at 49 apiece.
Murray led 54-53 at the end
of three periods but then in the
first five minutes of the last
quarter, Fulton County soared
out to a 10-point lead and had it
in the bag until Holder fouled
4--.
out.
Holder was simply beautiful
to watch. He'd spring off the
floor and with a flick of the
wrist, singe the net. Several
times he crashed the offensive
boards for two-pointers and
looked mere like a college
player than a-- high school
junior.
He scored 10 points in the
final period before he finally
was whistled fog his fifth. Also
impressive was Duncan, who
scored 22 and played quite
aggressively under the
buckets.
Hewevefic„iftAget,Gilliam
who stole the show. Hitting
from every spot on the court,
the 6-2".2 senior finished the
evening with 32 points in a
brilliant effort. Harcourt, who
did not play very well in the
first half, finished with 19
—points.
One of the keys was the fact
Murray made 15 turnovers in
the first half. But in the final

half, when the chips were had some good execution. And
down, the Tigers had only six the crowd really got into the
game. That's the kind of
floor errors.
Fulton County coach Steve support that can really help a
Coulson said he felt the tur- team.
"If there was ever a total
ning point was when Holder
effort, tonight we had one. As
fouled out.
"He was playing excited. He for Gilliam, it was just
had two or three steals and he another in a long line of great
really got fired up in the games," Miller added.
Fulton County is now 14-7
second haltand when he gets
excited, he gets everyone else and has the top seeding in the
going on our club and he can First_ District Tournament.
be a real pleasure to watch. Murray High ends regular
"When he went out, Murray season play at 10-10 and has
High was still pressing and _the bye in the Fourth District
without Darvell, we had more •Tournamei1C and will play
trouble breaking their press. I next Friday against-the loser.
felt Duncan really played. et- Thursday's game between
well. But he's played tike that H-Callnway comp—arid K
h4& last-10 games so that wigs ' ilium county_
just an average game for
him," Coulson added.
Miller said he felt the turWho Canty toys
fg ft p0 tp
ning point came in a timeout McKinney
4 1 4 0
with 3:17 left in the game.
11 4 5 30
Holder
4 3 2 I;
"I told the kids during the Akers
DOM=
timeout that if they wanted to Warns
4 3
4 1
9
21
4 13
•-.4 - 011 win, they could. But they'd- Satotais
0 I I 11'
er
_have_to.inmake the pp:113u_
and get inside. our bench
really came through for us.
Mow IS.
:
91
"In that short length of GUiiani
10 I"! P(
'
19
32
32 4
a
6
time, Bradshaw and Swift Harcourt
4 9
4
Boone
each had four points. In the Taylor
0 0 3 0
4 0 5 8
first half, they had so many Perry
4
1 2 1
Swift
more shots than we did. Kursave .
..0 0 1 0
Fulton County had 37 shots to Wilson
0 0 1 0
Bradshaw
2 0 1 4
_
our 17:
27 23 21 70
Totals
"But in the second half, we Fulton Co
19 22 12 22- 75
22- 78
III 17
cut down our turnovers and Murray •

Psste
How about
an
interest-free
loan?
Sound too good to be true? It's not. We're
actually offering interest-free loans for attic insulation to those who heat electrically.
We'll do a free home energy survey at your
request. And if you have electric heat and not
enough attic insulation (R-19 value* ), we'll lend
up--- —
ie.
you the nioriey to get the jobiW-payments
equal
to 36 months to'repay the loan in
on your electric bill. Actually the loan should
repay itself through what you'll be saving on
heating and cooling costs.
Everybody is eligible for the free home energy
survey even if you don't have electric heat and
even if you don't own the home you're living in. Fill
out a home energy survey request form today. We
want to help you save electricity.
*R-19 is the minimum standard for attic insulation.

West Ky. Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation
Murray-Mayfield

Request A Free Home
Energy Survey
L Please send me FREE the energy
self-survey material so I can see what I
cart do to save on my energy costs
through winterization efforts.

Putting a ceiling
on energy waste

Please have an energy advisor
contact me about doing a FREE energy
survey on my home and telling me
what I can do to save on my energy
costs
1 am -a

•

homeowner
fl rentOr
El owner of rental

property
heal--my home with electricity, natural gas.
coal. LP gas. wood 4CIRCLE ONE/

Add,,,.

C Ny

Stare

7ip

POW/Cr distributor

Account No (if known)
Most convenient time to contact me

Phone No

TVA's Home Insulation Prograrn
•••

s
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njoy the outot doors

Outduoi Low is dedicated to the hutiteis fishermen end uthei

_

Fall

and

Robert Redford, Actor and &Moorman,
k Chairman Of*Mona!Wildlife Wok
•

butcn Greet

Winter

Outdoor EdTtor

Sitortsman's Journal
Turkey season at Land face with gloves and headnet Monday, March 20. 19M. The
Between The Lakes is right or camo paint.
League of Kentucky SportI have a couple of books for smen is designed to serve the
around the corner. Planning
now for that April 12-23 season short-term loan to those who needs of Kentucky Sportsmen
can improve your chances at may want to read what the and to work in conjunction
bagging one of those big birds. experts have to say. One is with the Kentucky DepartFirst and foremost in turkey Hunting The American Wild ment of Fish and Wildlife
hunting is patience and Turkey by Dave Harbour and, Resources in legislative and
practice on one's choice of the other is William Frank regulatory matters.
turkey call. I'd recommend Hanekrat's The Education of a
your dropping by Uncle Jeff's Turkey Hunter. Just give me a
A hunter safety course will
Sporting Goods and pur- call and I'll see that yoji,get be offered at Murray State
chasing a'turkey calling tape. one Of them.
University this Fall according
No matter what type of call
The Tennessee Wildlife to Brian Bullock, hunter
you use, the tape will help you Resources
Agency
has safety training officer with the
in perfecting your calling released their 1978 'ruskey.- Ky. Dept. of Fish & Wildlife
technique.
Regulations brochure. A, Resources. The course will be
The novice should consider series of hunts are scheduled an evening class which will
any of the variety of box calls, on Tennessee management meet one night a week for 8
slate calls or a Tom Turpin areas from April 3 to April 30. weeks. Here is your chance
call. These will provide ex- Annual bag limit in that state "to attend college." Succellent results in a relatively is 2 tom turkeys, one of which cessful completion of the
short amount of time. Once can be taken during statewide course will entitle you to one
ou become familiar with the season and the other from one hour of college credit. The
hen's _chicks ansi_yeepiini_ef the many management _
..Q.LnuPter trakiing Pk_
yelps, you may want to try the areas. Further information ficers have been doing a fine
more difficult diaphram call can be obtained by writing - job throughout the state in
or tube call. The tithe call, 1978 Turkey Regulations, conducting the hunter safety
incidently, produces the most Tennessee Wildlife Resources and conservation course.
convincing sound and will Agency, P. 0. Box 40747, Bullock presented a course at
usually bring a gobbler Nashville, TN 37204.
Calloway County High School
scrambling.
last FAR. and will begin a
One other important fact in
The
First
District course at Murray Middle
hunting the turkey is in- Federation of the League of School this next week. Areas
suraing
your
total Kentucky Sportsmen will included in the course are safe
camoflauge. That includes conduct their Spring meeting gun handling and gun
Liniiting
dragu4 your hands Auld Kentucky at 7:30 p.m. On 'nleasures, bowhunting,
survival, muzzleloading,"'ilhd
hunter ethics.
Each training officer has
been provided with a special
van to accomodate the vast
inventory of training aids. All
equipment is purchased with
state-shared, federal funds
HOUSTON, TEXAS — Grits many segments on ABC-TV's conserving_ and perpetuating outdoor magazines. He also derived from the _PittmanGresham, nationally knovin 'The American Sportsman America's wildlife and Other 'served for 17 years as outdoor Robertson Act: The Pittmaneditor of the Shreveport (La.) Robertson Act is a sportsmen
sportsman
and
con- series, Grits Gresham - has natural resources.
servationist, outdoor writer brought home the pleasures of
"It is with great pride," Mr. Times, and currently authors backed piece of federal
and television personality, hunting and the shooting Talley concluded, "that we Bayou Browsing, an outdoor legislation • which taxes
was presented here today with sports to millions of readers present the Winchester- column syndicated in 30 sporting gtiods items. Those
the Winchester-Western and television viewers across Western Outdoorsman of the newspapers throughout the taxes are returned to the state
from where they were derived
Outdoorsman of the Year this country," Mr. Talley said. Year Award for 1977 to Grits South.
In 1962 he was elected and used in game departGresham.''
Awardtor 1977.
Mr. Gresham was born in president of the Outdoor ments for game management
The award was conferred at
Association. of and other purposes as hunter
Spartanburg County, S. C., on Writers
a special luncheon during the
National Sporting Goods
June 21, 1922. After serving in America and later received safety and conservation
World War II as an electronics the Ham Brown Award for his education programs.
Association Show.
to
that
The Outdoorsman of the
officer in the U. S. Air FOree, contributions
Year is selected by a national
he graduated from Louisiana organization. His association help save the Cache River
State University in 1950 with a with ABC-TV's The American Basin.
poll of outdoor writers and
master's degree in wildlife Sportsman began in 1965 and
professiohal conservationists,
Mr. Gresham is a member
management. He began his continues today. In 1974 he of The Wildlife Society, the
and the award is donated by
as was named shooting editor of Society
career
professional
the Winchester Group of Olin
of
American
manager of the Tennessee Sports Afield magazine.
Corporation.
Foresters, the National Rifle
_National Wildlife Refuge and r Mr. Gresham has hunted Association, the Louisiana
The presentation to Mr.
then went into wildlife and fished extensively in ,Wildlife
Gresham
as made by
Biologists
management communications North America and in many' Association, and the Louisiana
_William E. Talley, senior vice
work, rising to the position of other parts of the world.- In Forestry Association, of which
president of the Winchester
•
"GHr s Gresham is a chief of information and additionto his magazine and he is a director.
Group, and consisted of an
award plaque and a custom- professional biologist with a education for the Arizona newspaper writing, he is the
Previous winners of the
,,built Winchester Pigeon master's degree in wildlife Game and Fish Commission. author of five books, including' Winchester-Western
Outmanagement, and he has the
In 1953 Mr. Gresham was The Complete Wildfowler doorsman of the Year Award
Grade over-under shotgun.
In making the presentation, rare ability to communicate named editor of the Louisiana (Winchester Press, 1973), The include Jack O'Connor,
Mr. Talley cited
Mr. the importance of proper Conservationist magazine, Complete Book of Bass Representative John D.
management with headquarters in New Fishing (Harper Se Row), and Dingell of Michigan, Roger
Gresham's dedication to the wildlife
promotion of hunting and the techniques to those outside Orleans. Two years later he Sportsman And His Family Latham, Lee Wulff, the late
shooting sports, and to helping professional circles. He is also settled permanently in Nat- Outdoors E. P. Dutton & Co.). Nash Buckingharn, the late
the nation's outdoorsmen an expert wingshot and chitoches, La., where he
Mr. Gresham has received John Alden Knight, Stewart L.
fisherman, operated a shooting preserve many major conservation Udall, the late Dr. Logan
,Understand the importance of rifleman,
proper wildlife management photographer, and television and began his outdoor writing awards, including
the Bennett, General, Curtis E.
producer and personality.
career in earnest. In the in- Louisiana Conservationist of LeMay, Walter Alston, the
techniques.
"But most significantly, tervening years, he has the Year (twice) and the late Robert Taylor, General
As the shooting editor of
- Sports Afield magazine, as an Grits Gresham is a highly contributed, on both a Golden Mallard Award from James H. (Jimmy) Doolittle,
author
Wildlife the late Warren Page, Ted
and
syndicated visible and personalble freelance and staff basis, to the
Arkansas
newspaper columnist, and as spokesman for the crucial role most of the country's major Federation for his efforts to Trueblood and Fred Bear.
both field host and producer of outdoorsrnen play in properly
00000mismitmon0000000001111.11111111111infillllllllll llllllllinininonninntimintiMa
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Storey's

Chemical Co.
Inc.

Open 7 Days A Week

Days 753-7404
Nights 753-2486

8 a. m. - 10:00 p. m.

''We Appeciate Your Business

Hwy. 641 So.

Phone 753-8322

Located W Railroad Avenue

753-1933

ft

Nnuminunummunmunns

_Carroll Tire Service
See
Us For 4,0444_4? _
_Or-di*

1

Is Our Business"

FoodOlani

24 Hour Wrecker Service
2112 Coldwater Rd. Murray, Ky.

Uniroyal

movies, including "Butch
Cassidy and the Sundance
Kid," "All the President's
Men," and "The Sting." He
recently received the Golden
Globe award from the
Hollywood Foreign Press for
being the "world's most
popular" movie actor.
The 40-year-old Redford, a
native of Santa Monica, Calif.,
became a mountain climber,
hunter, and skier while attending the University of
Colorado. Since that time he
has been active in protecting
the outdoors — its air, its
wildlife, its water, and other
natural resources, all the
things in which he finds "joy
and peace of mind."
In
an
"inaugural"
statement as chairman
Redford said, "Man has
altered wildlife's existence so
extensively through pollution
of water, use of pesticides, and
destruction of habitat, that in
many instances wildlife is now
dependent upon -man for its
survival."
He pointed out that several
species such as
eastern
elk, the plains wolf, and the
passenger pigeon already
have been completely wiped
out and a number of others are
now threatened with extinction. Then he expressed
hope.
"Over the years," he said,
"we've taken a new look at
wildlife and its importance in
the scheme of nature, and
we've been able to save a
number of species. But, as
Wildlife Week emphasizes, we
can't stop now. In fact, with
the ever-increasing pressure
on wildlife and habitat from

Prompt, Efficient Service

Thornton
Body
Shop
".4

lUbert Redford — actor,
environmentalist, and avid
outdoorsman — has been
named honorary chairman of
National Wildlife Week, which
will be observed March 19
through 25.
This will be the 41st observance of the week that was
first proclaimed by President
Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1938
and has been sponsored since
by the National Wildlife
Federation(NWF). More than
12 million students, teachers,
and members of conservation
organizations are expected to
participate in programs
connected with the observance.
The 1978 theme, "Wildlife
Needs You," emphasizes
public participation in the
effort to maintain a healthy
and
wildlife
abundant
population in the United
States.
"We feel Redford is an ideal
chairman to raise the public's
consciousness about wildlife's
dependence on man," said
NWF President Ray Arnett, of
Stockton, Calif. "His personal
lifestyle has demonstrated for
years his appreciation of the
outdoors and his concern for
-the environrnent.": • ---- -Redford has served as
honorary chairman three
titles in the past — last year,
when the theme was "We All
Need Clean Water"; in 1972,
was
when the theme
"Ecology: A Wild Idea;" and
In 1971, when the theme AIM
"Wildlife: Who Needs It?".
The nation's top box office
attraction for several years,

641 Superlhell
Sportsmen:

Where "Service Is Our Buslans
_

v

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters

gi

Man has altered wildlife's existence so extensively through
pollution of water, use of pesticides, and destruction of habitat
that in many instances wildlife is now dependent upon man for
Its survival. That is why "Wildlife Needs You"is our theme for
this year's Wildlife Week.
Man's intrusion has already wiped out several species, such
as the eastern elk, the plains wolf, and the passenger pigeon. A
number of others are threatened with extinction.
Over the years we've taken a new look at wildlife and its importance in the scheme of nature, and we've been able to save
a number of species. But, as Wildlife Week emphasizes, we
can't stop now. In fact, with the ever-increasing pressure on
wildlife and habitat from growth and development, we have to
work harder than ever to preserve wildlife.
Now it's up to all of us to help wildlife survive through
education, legislation, the preservation of habitat, and the
_protection of the environment that we share with them.

WA Employee Receives
NRPA Aware/
GOLDEN POND. KY —
TVA employee has received
the 1977 Outstanding Practitioner Award from the
National Recreation and Park
Association (NRPA) Student
Branch. Richard Cottrell,
chief of outdoor recreation at
TVA's Land Between The
Lakes in west Kentucky and
Tennessee, received the
award at the recent NRPA
annual conference for his
service and support of student
park
and
recreation
organizations and projects.
NRPA-Student Branch is a
nonprofit organization interested in education and
research to improve park and
recreation leadership,
programs, and facilities. The
4,500-member student
organization recognizes an

outstanding student, instructor, and practitioner
annually.
Cottrell, who lives in
Murray, Kentucky, received
his bachelor of science degree
from Purdue University in
1955. He is the president of the
Kentucky Lake Chapter of the
Soil Conservation Society of
American (SCSA) and will
serve as the 1978 chairman of
the Outdoor Recreation
Division of SCSA as well as a
board. member of the
American
Park
and
Recreation Society. He was
previously employed by the U.
S. Forest Service as assistant
supervisor of Cherokee
National Forest and as chief of
recreation
design
administration.

Uncle Jeff's

Sporting Goods Dept.

j

Hwy.641 South

a

Statement By Robert Mulford
Honorary Chairmen
41st Annual National Wildlife Week

Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting St Fishing Licenses

a

narrate a public SerV
message for TV featuring film
of an endangered peregrine
falcon. The TV "spots" tell
what the public can do to hetsave -this bird and oth
animals whose existence is
threatened.
Redford, his wife, Lola, also
an environmental activist,
and their three children live in
a solar-powered home in the
mountains of Utah where they
grow their own vegetables and
their own feed for livestock.
They are also developing wind
power for their home. His
Utah ski resort, called Sundance, is "as natural and selfsufficient as we could make
it." Every time a tree is cut
another is planted.
His Sundance Corp. ownSi
4,000 acres surrounding the
resort, and Redford personally owns 3,000 acres of
"semi-wilderness area" near
Sundanee whien is 45 miles
from Provo.

' Al merchandise sold at discount meet

Gumbo, and Miche),-, T,res

( UN ER OVA —

growth and development, we
have to work harder than ever
to preserve wildlife.
"Now it's up to all of us to
help wildlife survive through
education, legislation, the
preservation of habitat, and
the protection of the environment that we share with
them."
As examples of laws that
have encourated wildlife's
survival Redford cited the
National Environmental
Protection Act, the Coastal
Zone Management Act, the
Endangered Species Act, the
Water Pollution Control Act
and the federal strip mining
control statute.
Redford has spoken out on
environmental issues over the
years. Most recently he has
lobbied for the Energy Conservation and Production Act
of 1876 and the 1977 amendments to the Clean Air Act.
As Wildlife Week's honorary
chairman, Redford will

_.
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ArtificialFeeding agates More
Problems Then lSshw
Jutui Wilson
Those who are concerned
about wildlife often wonder if
there isn't something that we
humans can do to help tide
wild animals and birds
through periods of severe
winter weather.
Wildlife food is scarce. With
a heavy snow cover, much
food is buried and extremely
cold weather intensifies
wildlife's need for food. The
obvious ,,answer, it would
seem, would be suppemental
feeding during bad wealher.
However, the obvious isn't
always the best long term
solution, says Carlos . Kays,
assistant commissioner of the
Department of Fish and
Wildlife
Resources.
Generally, artifitiat feeding--creates more problems than it
-solves and the expense involved does not justify the
gains.
_ _Although a backyard bird
feeding program may produce
benefits for the individual ( the
aesthetic pleasure of watching
the birds which flock around
the feeder) and for the birdsthemselves, wildlife biologists
agree that a large scale
feeding program is wasteful,
inefficient. EXP.BaiV-e -anduseless, Kays says.
Small game, such as quail
and rabbits,, have high mortality rates every winter.
Studies have shown that up to
85 per cent of the quail hatched during one breeding

season do not live until the
next
spring. • However,
because of their high
reproductive capacity, the 15
per cent which do survive
produce enough young so that
the next water, an 85 per cent
reduction in population will
again take place.
In other words, the quail
produce-a surplus each spring
- more birds are hatched
than can survive through the
hard winter months. Artificial
feeding would only allow a few
more surplus birds to make it
through the winter.
But, because of something
biologists call the Law Of
Inversity, carrying over these
surplus quail would not mean
a higher population the next
fall. According to this law, as
theriurnber of breeders increases, the survival of their
offspring is proportionately
reduced.
In other words,- a low quail
population will produce more
surviving offspring than will a
high population. The net effect
is that the number of quail will
remain pretty much the same,
whether the nesting season
begins with a high or low
population.
Thus a large-scale. feeding
program would not mean
higher populations the next'
year, even if it Were successful in carrying a large
number of animals through
the winter. But the chances
are that a feeding program

Eagle COMB Taken in TVA's
Land &weer! The lakes

-A the current status of bald
total of 41 eagles was sighed eagles.
recently during the lath an- 'Rohn Mechler, supervisor of
nul Eagle Census in TVA's the wildlife management unit
Land Betwen The Lakes, the in Land Between The Lakes,
170,000-acre public outdoor attributed the high number of
recreation area in western immature bald eagles to the
Kentucky and Tennessee.
abundant migratory waterObservers reported 39 bald fowl currently in the lakelaibd
eagles ( five adults and 34 area, since waterfowl is
inunatures ) and two golden principal food source fir
eagles. This is the highest subadults. Mature eagles are
tally of bald eagles since 1972 more common where fish are
when 40 were sighted. An the major food supply.
airplane was used for the first
The public will have the
time for the aerial census.
opportunity to search the deep
The census is part of the inlets and coves of Land
Mississippi
Valley Between The Lakes for a
Ten-year-old Kalani and his father Ralph Hausman of Murray, KY,get down to the job
Cooperative Bald Eagle Study glimpse of eagles during the
of scraping a deer hide in preparation for tanning. The Hausmans recently participated
under the chairmanship. of 9th annual Eagles Weekend,
in a hide tanning workshop held at Empire Farm in Land Between The Lakes, TVA's
Elton Fawks, Moline, Illinois. February 24-26, 1978. The
170,000-acre public demonstration area in western Kentucky and Tennessee.
It began as part of the special weekend will be-(TVA Photo by Vicicie Matsdein) .ANAtlonal-• Audubon Society's
headquartered at-, Lake
fiielear Continental Bald Barkley State Resort Park
Eagle Project, directed by and will feature Dr. Jeff
Alexander Sprunt. Studies Lincer, the first director of the
show that the area drained by National Wildlife Federation's
the- Mississippi--and --its- Raptor - Information Center,
tributaries contain most of the Washington,
DC.
ba eagles that winter in the Preregistration
is
enco mental United States. couraged. Additional inThis 'continuing
study, formation can be obtained by
togethei
with
various
the
writing or calling TVA, Land
MIAMI, FLA.-The 1978 tournament, which is ex- of enthusiasm, because with
breeding censuses (such as Jietweeo The Lakes, Golden
Master Angier Tournament,a pected to attract thousands of the support-ofT- Natural beerthese in - Mirinesoia and Pond,KY 42231, telephone 502series of 10 regional fishing anglers for both fresh and salt we are able to broaden the
Florida, etc.), constitutes the 9244602.
contests leading to a national water trophies, will feature an scope of the tournament and
oust _occ.fulinformation aboutprizes.
awesome
of
afray
"
- flakifr iii theFlorida Keys
offer a • truly ail-Standing rthir
this November, will be Winners of the 10 regional competition in the Keys this
sponsored by Natural Light tournaments will_ receive an November," he said.
beer
and
Motorboat all-expense-paid trip to Duck
Details of the tournaments
Magazine, it was announced Key for a six-day-long salt and the national "fish-off" will
water fishing extravaganza.
here today.
be announced later, he said.
Announcement of the 1978 The dates and places of the
The coast-to-coast national
Natural
Light-Motorboat regional tournaments are as
_
Here's the complete com- fidence from Boyd Pfeiffer,
Magazine Master Angler follows:
ponent parts catalog for all the one of the great names in the
Tournametn was made' by
NORTHEAST:
Martha's neat fishing things you do. fishing
world. Boyd knows
MacDounough, Vineyard Bluefish and Striped
Jack
TACKLE CRAFTERS con- fishing, he knows fishing
marketing manager for. the
,
.Bass DeLby, froinSept. lte
iiverythisig thp cwt.. tackle and he knows tl Vieuser-Busch Light beer, • Oct15.
yourself fisherman needs for satisfaction (and savings)
and Peter Smyth, editor of
MID-ATLANTIC:
Ocean first class assembly or that thousands
of serious
Motorboat Magizine.
City $20,000 White Marlin' repair...hundreds of name fishermen are
experiencing
MacDounough
Tournament, from Aug. 21 to brand rod parts, lure com- by building
their own rods,
"Fishing in America is really - Aug. 25.
ponents, jig-plastic molds and Molding jibs, assembling
natural
a
for
sport
us..
SOUTH ATLANTIC: South related accessories at low, low
Supreme Court and lost. Then Resources Defense Council;
lures, etc.
they modified their design and American River Conservation Fishermen are among the beat • Atlantic Billfish Tournament discount prices.
Boyd's timely catalog is just
drinker
the
beer
and
world,
in
Circuit, a series of 10 toureliminated an interchange - Council; Environmental
Select and buy with con- what you need Co prepare for
which was all we wanted, Defense Fund; World Wildlife we are pleased to have our naments between Savannah
next season's fishing success ._
-and Morehead City from-mid anyway --and went ahead --Fund; Sierra - Club; Izaac product associated in
the comfort of your own
great
sport."
April to iateAugust
with the roadbuilding. But tv'e-,, Walton .League; Defenders of
workshop. No more running
Smyth,
is
Tourwho
also
FIARDIA:
LauderFort
Nature
couldn't have stopped them Wildlife;
Coriaround looking' for parts, 4,
servancy;- American League nament Director, explained dale Swordfish Tournament,
without Section 7."
TACKLE
CRAFTERS' last
ers; National Parks that this year's Master Angler from June 16 to June 18.
The attempt to amend the of
mail order service does the leg
Tournament
more
involves
GULF:....Grand Isle
onservation
act is being led in the Senate and
work for you.
by Minority Leader Howard Association; Trout Unlimited, regional tournaments than (Louisiana) Tarpon Rodeo,
caraLoa
Send for your free copy of
last
year's
competition.
"We
from
to
July
July
27
29.
-onservation
and
Baker,
Tennessee Inc.
a
Boyd
Pfeiffer's TACKLE
forward
look
to this year's
SOUTHERN CALIFORRepublican, who is expected Foundation.
CRAFTERS Discount Comtournament
with
a
great
deal
Rio
NIA:
Striped
Vista
Bass
to introduce legislation
ponent Parts Catalog, today!
Tournament, form Sept. 15 to
amending Section 7 early in
Write:
Boyd
Pfeiffer's
Sept 16.
the second session of the 95th
TACKLE CRAFTERS, 9306
NORTHWEST:
PortCongress. Representatives
Joey drive, Ellicott City, MD
Angleles (Washington)
John James Duncan and
21043,
&aliiiiinDerby, from Sept. 2 to"
Robin L. Beard, Jr., both
Sept. 3.
Tennessee Republicans, have
GREAT LAKES: American
already proposed legislation,
VLDEN POND, KY - and charged with the slaying
Salmon Derby,from July 15 to
to save the Tellico on the Eatles Weekend 1978 will be
of an immature, bald eagle
House side.
headquartered at Lake near Jonathan 'Creek on July 23 off Winsconsin, and
from Aug. 26 to Oct. 4 off
Because T Tennessee Barkley State Resort Park,
Kentucky
Lake
last Michigan.
legislators and the TVA are February 24-26. .
-Noveniber
INLAND;,Texas Statatasl
heavily involved in the effort_ _ The ninth annual weekend,— The
Warrant signing and Championship Tournament,
to change the law, the en- sponsored by TVA in convironmental groups have junction with the Kentucky bonding procedure was held in froin April 29 to April 30 at
The term "snake pit" -is not
In one such pit, about 60
prepared for members of Department of Parks,- will U.S. Magistrate Court, TI:44Q Bend.
just a figure of speech miles north of Winnipeg,
Hopkinsville,
February
KY,
NATIOkIAL FISH-OFy: In denoting a mismanaged between
Congress a fact sheet designed feature field trips to- the
Lakes Winnipeg and
14, 1978. The case was tran- the Florida
•%4y; from Nov. 7
to show that the Tellico Dam isolated bays and inlets of
Manitoba, a
Canadian
sferred to U. S. District Court to Nov. 12. An rs will fish on mental hospital. .
would have been bad for Land Between The Lakes in
Snake pits really exist, zoologist has observed betfor Western Kentucky in altrrnate days 'in • center
Tennessee with or without a search of the majestic bald
according to the current ween 10,000 and 15,000 redPaducah, KY.
console boats and larger boats
court ruling on the snail and golden eagles which
The person charged with the to find the wide range of (February) issue of Ranger sided garter snakes emerging
darter. The sheet argues that winter in the area.
Rick's Nature Magazine. In from hibernation at once. The
eagle killing could receive a
TVA
consistently
has
Dr. Jeff Lincer, the first maximum fine of $5,000 and-or species the Master Angle
fact, there are places in Canadian snakes, which grow
will have to hook and release Canada's Manitoba province to about
exaggerated on the project's director of the National
18 inches in length,
benefits while understanding Wildlife Federation's Raptor one year in Federal prison. All to win. The national winner where, in limestone sinks are a subspecies
of the
birds
of
prey
(owls,
hawks,
will be decided on the basis of about 10 feet deep and 15 feet common
its drawbacks.
Information
Center,
garter snake. They
The environmentalists are Washington, DC, will deliver eagles, ospreys, etc. I are both numbers and variety of wide, "you can see more emerge from the pits in
April
also distributing a summary the keynote presentation. The protected under Federal law. fish caught. All anglers will be snakes in kne place than and May, spend the summer
additional
For
information
of an October, 1977, General Center
recently contact TVA. Land Between using matched sets of anywhere else in the world," in nearby marsh areas, and
was
Accounting Office report estallilsaed
assist in The lakes, Golden Pond, KY equipment supplied by Penn says the National Wildlife then return to hibernation in
Reels, and other manufac- Federation's inbrithly
which made a similar finding research and conservation of_
September.
42231, telephone 502-924-5602. turers.
and a history of the project bald eagles and other raptor
publication for children.
which shows that con- species.
servationists have opposed the
This and other special indam on the Little Tennessee terest programs will be
•
River, the "last important presented at lake Barkley •
stretch of free-flowing water State Resort Park Convention,
in East Tennessee," since Center beginning Friday
1940.
evening. Featured speakers
The battle to save Section 7 will include Marilyn Williams,
will be joined first in sub- Regional Naturalist, TenThe )1m or the
committees of the House nessee Division of Parks and
Better in the long run. Come see why
Committee on Merchant Recreation; V. L. Childs,
Marine and Fisheries and the Refuge Manager, - Tennessee
•.
Senate Committee on En- National Wildlife Refuge; and
From 2 to 140 h p available
vironment and Public Works. Dr. Lincer.
Murray's
Other environmental groups
Last year nearly 300 people
joining in the defense of the participated in the three-day
Qualified Bear Archery Service
4 j!'l way 94 East 8 Milec F,vo
Endangered Species Act in- program, and 38 bald and
Obt00111
/57l
KC*,
753
clude:
502-759-1872
golden eagles were sighted
Friends of the Earth; En- during the event.
vironmental Policy Center;
A 19-year-old male, Route I. 41.
Wilderness Society; Natural Hardin, KY, was apprehended
would not have even the
desired short term benefits,
Kays said.
Providing food for wildlife
causes a concentration of
animals at the feeding area.
This concentration attracts
predators (everything from
stray cats to hawks), so unless
the feed is placed near cover
areas, predation will be higher
than usual.
Also, a coneentration of
birds or animals increases the
chances of diseases or
parasites spreading through
the wildlife species around a
feeding area. The combination
of predators and disease could
destroy more wildlife than
would be saved by feeding.
Instead of artificial feeding,
Kays recommends providing
suitable natural habitat and
encouraging the growth of
natural foods. Although it is
too late to do any wildlife
habitat improvement for this
winter, there are several steps
that landowners can take to
make their property more
attractive to wildlife and to
make life a little easier for
birds and animals should
severe weather return in
future winters. For a booklet
-wildlife -habitat improvement, write to the
Division
of
Game
Management, Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources,
Capital Plaza, Frankfort,
Kentucky 40601.

The 1978 Master Angler
Tournament Scheduled

Catalog Offered

Envitonto
Join hoes
To Defend EndangeredSpeaks
Leaders of the nation's top
environmental organizations
have joined in an effort to save
the 1973 Endangered Species
Act from pro,posed. amend7
, Inents,Which, they say, would
cripple the law and permit the
extermination of wildlife
species by dam and highway
builders.
They have mobilized their
forces on Capitol Hill and in
the hinterlands to defend
Section 7 of the wildlife
protection law. That is the
part of the statute that
prohibits federal development
or aid to any project Which
would "jeopardize the continued existence" of any
wildlife species.
It was under Section
.7, to
Orotect the habitat of a tiny
endangered fish, the snail
darter, that a federal appeals
-court in Knoxville stopped
construction of the Tellico
Dam,a $116 million Tennessee
Valley Authority project, last
January.
Now, the environmentalists
charge, water developers,
such as the TVA,and highway
interests, who have also had
some projects modified or
delayed, are behind the push
to weaken or destroy this key
section of the law that
Congress passed with overwhelming public support in
1973.
"These special interests are
trying to use the snail darter
case to sabotage a law that
has worked well for four years
and is still eminently
workable," said Thomas L.
Kimball, executive vice
president of the National
Wildlife Federation. "They
are trying to convince
Congress that this little fish,
and the law that protects it,
are standing in the way of
progress and prosperity.
"This is, of course, absurd.
It ignores the fact that the
Tellico Dam was a monstrous
project, endangering much
more than this rare fish. It
would have wiped out a great
trout stream, a beautiful
valley, thousands of acres of
good farmland - the whole
eco-system of the Little
Tennessee River - and all for

a piddling amount of electric
power."
Elvis J. Stahr, president of
the National Audubon Society,
called the effort to "gut"
Section 7 "a grave threat to
whole concept of
the
- protecting our endangered
Species,
our
wildlife
heritage."
''The evidence is overwhelming that the present law
works and is perfectly compatible with sound economic
development," said Stahr.
"Problems have arisen in only
two or three cases where
developers have refused to
make a good-faith effort to
work within the law. Now,
aided by a few politicians with
pet projects, they are trying to
gut the law."
Any alteration of Section 7's
"critical habitat" provisions,
Stahr added, ."would_ be turning back the clock on conservation and saying that
there's not room on this earth
for varieties of wildlife that
man
has already endangered."
Both Kimball and Stahr, as
spokesmen for the environmental groups opposing
any weakening of the 1973 law,
emphasized
that
their
organizations are not against
all dams, highways, and
developments.
"All we ask," said Stahr, "is
that developers do not destroy
wildlife and other great works
of nature recklessly and
needlessly. If they destory the
Endangered Species Act, the
way will be open to the
destruction of rare, surviving
species of wildlife."
Kimball pointed out that
many disputes between
developers
and
environmentalists can be settled
by arbitration of mediation,
and even those cases that go to
court need not result in
projects being abandoned.
"A couple of years ago," he
recalled, "we sued to stop an
interstate highway from going
right through the habitat of
the world's last surviving
Mississippi sandhill cranes.
The state and the Federal
Highway . Administration
fought us all the way to the

BUCKS BODY SHOP

rfiefai
lauripiS

9th Annual -Eafles Weekend
tieing Held Thikend

This k Really "The Pits"—
10,000Snakes In Oneikktileld

Murray Home & Auto
Outdoor Sportsman

MEM

OUTBOARD

Shipwash Boat 14" Motor

Cain's AMC,Jeep 1
Goldwater Rd
-1
153-6448

Jerry's Restaurant
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S. 12th St.

753-3226
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753-5142
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Eating Is A Family Affair
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Business Administration
Conducts Counseling
Business
Small
The
Administr*tion's business
loans and counseling services

4',ILASSUF11310 ADS",

9:00 a.m. till 12:00 noon.
Services provided by SBA in
addition to business loans

1 Legal Notice
I AM NOT RESPON;
SEBLE for any debts
t an my own..
Charles Wyatt, 2-23-78.

seling and tralningprograms
to upgrade manigErnent
skills. Persons interested in
2 Notice
establishing a new business,
as well as owners of existing
COLOR PORTRAITS,
businesses, are „welcome to
bring us yours for extra
consult with the SBA
copies. Made from any
representative regarding
size into any size.
financial assistance or other
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
management
problems
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
relating to the operation of a
Artcraft,118 South 12th.,
small business.
753-0035. -Free parking-Current financial records of
lot, use our rear enthe business and - personal
trance.
financial statements will
BOOK PRESENTED-The Robertson School P.T.A. presented the book "Atlas of Kenassist the SBA representative
D'S SHIRTS N' THINGS
in advising you.
tucky" to the school media center in memory of Mrs. Ruth Pasco, a librarian at the
in Aurora, 474-8890.
for many years. Accepting the award from John Pasco is Mrs. Willie Farless,
Compare! Poly-feld
Crossword Puzzler_ Answer tu Fr ida S Puzzle , school
Robertson librarian. Observing the presentation are Mr. and Mrs. John Pasco fr. and
vest, $8.50. Mess light
ACROSS 56 Spread for
,P,E. SIS P A_D_E A GO
their son, John Ill Other books will be presented using funds collected from the anblue dress jeans, $9.95
drying
S 4 L TILER GOD
57 The
nual Book Fair, March 2 and 3. Donations of used books, puzzles and games for sale at
Other bargains. LetFormer
-1._ .sussrern
t A Mt
FA
E
NOT
the book fairrill be accepted at the schpol.
tering arut decals.
V A I'0 R
-Irulert
DOWN
AISLES
CU
II
Photos
By
Kaye
Peebles
Range
of
5
Knowiedge 1 Athletic
Iri-- A P RESTRAINT
EAR
A
TAT
8 D (turn
-group
If You
12 Sicilian
2 Power
1111T
V
T TES
3Emmetvolpano
.
-- 's111
s E4tilrt4
•
4 Sun god
13 Native
RO'KDMATTA
--,, metal
Fire
5 Country of
753-1441
T0
14 Century
' Asia
Police
753-1621
SPOOL
plant
6 Transgresses
Rescue
753-6952
A
I
REN
Er
R
S
T
E
A
Skill
7
Prefix
15
nevi
fe Rpstake
b onze
Anibulanci
T53-932
41 Rant
18 Abstract
8 Note of
29-Scottish
42 Pitcher
Hospital
'. beini, __
scale
_ .
ca
44 Twist
John Edmunds, Acting_ 0$5,1-eig,Lcorkcl Rent plUs. Critteaslen, Hopkins,
Ellittigeft
.-153-3431.
'911
- -eerage. - -T
19 Pronoun- -'
leolloq i
Livingston, Lyon, MuhlenDirector ofthe Louisville Area allowance for tenant-paid
20 War god
10 Continually
mound
45 Hostelries
Humane Society
berg, Todd, Trigg, Hancock,
. -2-1 Part of --to ' recurring
-33 Baker's ''46 Wise
Office of Louisville Area utilities, if any) is reasonable
153-3535
• be.u.
-....,44 Tflef-McLean, Ohio,- Minn Mc-Office - Of the -Departiiient cif and - within- -the - HUD
Comprehensive
16 Ireland
34 Calumny 48 Worm
23 Saint
Housing
and
Urband -Ntablished Fair Market Rent Cracken and Webster; 74 units
' -17 Unirstral
(abbr
96 Famous " 50 Perform
Lire
7534622
Development (HUD) has for existing housing, and if the for the counties of Allen,
Water
- 20 Solo
violin
51 ThreePisa
tashoi
.
153-1531
wheel
22-P-roof:kin
lease,
a
maker
the
toed
Barren, Butler, Edmonson,.
announced that
Public PHA approves
Seer Census. 7531911
37 Babylonian
26 Massive 25 Made of
sloths
Housing Agencies (PHAs) are lease may be signed by the Hart, Logan, Metcalfe,
28 Once
.. oats hero '
53 Symbol for
Nazdlise
MINED
a
family,
and
the
Monroe, Simpson, Warren
being invited to submit ap- Owner and
more
26 Deity
39 Mans
tellurium
L,aiwis Rosa . 153-1231
29 Pedai digit 27 With force
nickname 54 Symbol for
plications to administer the Housing Assistance Payments Breckinridge, Grayson,
30 Small rug 28 Roman
40 Chastise
tantalum
Section. 8 Existing Housing Contract will be executed Hardin, Larue, Marion,
32 Girls
Assistance Payment between the PHA and - the Meade,
Nelson
and
owner. Pursuant to this Washington.
33 Cushion
Program.
14
I1 ,
34 Rational
Application will be due on or
The Section 8 Existing Contraet, the owner will
35 Pronoun
designed to assist receive a monthly payment before March '15, 1978.
Program
is
_36 Goal .
ila
6h0A51
eligible lower inLorne families from the Pllic equal--to the
decent„ safe, and. difference between the rent
obtain.
26
74 75
38 cognomen
housing at affordable" payablci" to the ownt.r- by the
sanitary
40 Stupefy
29
30
' 41- Note ot- . 78
rents. Once ,operation of the family and the approved rent
III
INCOME TAX epared,
scaie
program by the PHA has for the unit.
43 Note of - 31
Jerry
Bni- keen
all
which
a
units
number
of
The
determined
-rfainily
begun, a
scale
35
36
Bookkeeping and Tax
44 Mark left
JIll
I eligible by the PHA will be are available and the
II
Service. Railroad Ave.
39
by wound
given a Certificate of Family geographic areas invited -are
40Ill
45 ExistsMurray. Call 753-4636,
-108 units for the
as
follows:
may
family
Participation.
The
Mill
UM
44
47 Reverence
nights
and weekends
Christian,
Boyd,
of
ill
la
(aunties
unit
suitable
seek
a
49 Ciaw -- then
, The Symphonic Band of
19 50
call 753-3996.
54 Collection 47
anywhere within the operating Daviess, Greentip and Hen- Murray State University
El
JIl
'fof facts
54
53 1
jurisdiction of the PHA. If the derson; 72 units for the under the directionof Paul W.
52 Gesturing Ill
III
. owner is willing to lease a unit counties of Ballard, Calloway, Shahan will present its annual FOR
WATKINS
when
55
56
57
speaking
to the family, and if the unit is Carlisle, Fulton Graires, Hick: winter concert, a tradition on
Products.
Contact
[Italy by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
55 Gaelic
decent, safe and sanitary the man, Marshall, Caldwell, the campus as _old as the
Holman Jones,217 South
13th.,phone 753-3128.
school- itself, on Tuesday
PEANUTS
evening,Feb. 28.
[00005TOCK 15 THE
h,MM...6RAPE L6CX) REALLY LIRE
To begin at 8:15 p. m. in YOUR NEED IS our
ONLY PERSON I KNOW
JELLY NUN?
&RAPE JELLY,PONT LOU?
Lovett Auditorium, the
concern Needline 753WHO EATS GRAPE JELL'
program is co-sponsored by
6333.
WITH GRAPE JELLY ON IT!
the Department of Music and
the College of Creative
Expression. It is open to the BIBLE FACTS - Don't
put off until tomorrow
public at no admission
what you should have
- charge.
yesterday! Start
done
The first winter concert by
serving God today!
the band was played during
James 4:14 says, "For
the 1923-24 school year, the
what is life! It is even a
NANCY
first year of classes at what
that appeareth
vapour,
NOW FOR THE
was then known. as Murray
for allitletime,-and then
HUMOROUS SIDE
State Normal School: It has
vanisheth away." For
OF THE NEWS
continued through the years.
Bible study, individual
Music to be played by the
or by phone call 753-0984.
NATIONAL
band for the winter concert
NEWS
will be "Overture: Sunmount" 5 lost And Found
by Robert Washburn, "Jesu,
LOST SMALL TABBY
Joy of Man's Desiring" by
and white "female cat.
Johann Sebastian Bach, four
Leather collar with bell.
movements
from
the
Lost from 1800 block
"William ByPrd Suite" by
•• ‘
77
College Farm Rd. Call
Gordon Jacob," Second Suite
01118.
U•4•4 Feature Sraniate ii
753-4854.
for Military Band in F Major
(Op. 28)" by Gustav Hoist,
LOST IN CENTER Ridge
and "Blue Lake (Overture for
LIFE IS
...WRY PO TN EY SAY, Band)" by John Barnes
SIR, I DON'T
area, female German
iSTRANK
'NOW FOR THIS BRIEF Chance.
UNDERSTAND-.
Sheperd. Answers to
ZERO... COMMERCIAL AiES5A6r
name of Smoky. Childs
Made up of 70 student
pet. Call 436-5651.
musicians, all music majors,
The Symphonic Band is made
FOUND WHITE bird dog
up of wind, brass, and persetter adult female.cussion insturments.
Found in area 6 miles
. POETRY AWARD
out from Wiswell Rd.
NEW HAVEN, Conn. i AP i Call 753-3535 after 5 p.m.
teacher
English
Bin Reinke, an
Georat Columbus College in
gia, has been named the 1977
winner of the Yale Series of WORLD BOOK - Child
Younger Poets. The Texas-born
repCraft. Sales
7 BLONDIf
Ramke is a past editor of the 6
wanted.
Call
resentative
WHAT ARE
Ohio-Review. His prize-winning
Mrs. Copas, 1-898-7877
VOO DOING WITo-I
volume is titled "The Differafter 5 p.m. L-13.
THAT TENNIS
ence Between Night and Day."
small firms originate,expand,
and prosper. Prospective new
business owners, as well as
persons already in business,
will have the opportunity to
find out about assistance
available from SBA on the
first Thursday of each month
in Paducah.
A representative froni the
Servict Corps of Retired
iitives _L..SCCIRE
at this agency's part-time
office at City Hall, Commissioner's Chambers
secon'd fldor ), Paducah,
Thursday, March 2, 1978 from

ili

i ALI

Seeks Applications
For Housing Assistance

eiol Concerns
Committee and-7
The Ledger &
Times -

gill Mail dil • NI"
•111III NI " pi
51U

,_ ...
aim
..NM

Symphonic Band

Ill

III
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RACR<ET?
•

Check ---.•
Your ,
Ad A •

PHAN/Qg

_
7t4ANKS FOR THESE
VELY GIFTS. I_
ISH MY H1.198AN9
:4COULD BE HERE.

.V

:
f ••••
...00

/I'VE A FEELI
KILLERS REACHED TRADER
JOE5-50METHINO BAD
HAPPEN I Ne,„ IF ONLY ll4EFC
HAD WINGS'

Adv•rtssers
ore
requested to check the
fort insertion of ads!or
corr•ctian
This
newspaper will be
responsible for. only
one incorrect insertion
ANY ERROR SHOULD RE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE
LY SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY us PROMPTLY Tri CASE OF -AN,

• Irmo*.

HELP WANTED
BURGER QUEEN needs
full and part time employees, male. and
female to work day
and night shifts. Must
be 18 years old or
older. No phone calls.
Apply in person only.
Do net apply between
hours of 11 a. m.-2 p.m.

• SMALL ENGINE
• mechanic. Permanent
position. 'Fringe
benefits. Patti vacation.
Apply in osVn handis Vox 22A

15 Articles For Sale

ELECTRIC
HEATER,
OPPOIVUNITY in sales
4,000 watt four stack
and-management-with.'Matthews,$34.99. Wallin
realfuture for ambitious
Hardware Paris.
people. .Could be part
19 Farm Equipment
time. Call 758-13211._
WEST KY. GRAIN
HANDLING
EquipEXPERIENCED
body
buckets
ment-bins,
man or car sander
elevators, farm fan
wanted. Call 753-6038.
dryers! Call 1-382-2126
at night 1445-2437 or 1TEACHER NEEDS
2474558.
someone to care for a 3
year old in my home.
Call7534075-after 4-p.m.
KIMBALL
MUSIC
CENTER 601 BroadWOMEN-need money,
way, Paducah, Ky.
but-want a position that
Across from Irving Cobb
is
exciting
and
Hotel. Ph. 443-3879. Shop
glamorous with hours of
if you like, but check our
your choice. Call 759prices. Open late Friday
1867.
nights.
WANTED BABYSITTER
in my borne. Part time
weekdays. References
required. Call 767-2353.
JANITOR WANTED
nights 11-7. Complete
floor
maintenance
experience preferred.
Apply, Big
Johns,
Murray. -

FREE
Termite
Inspection
Certified $y (14
Snarl Castly NON. Repairs

Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
-swami and 44•••••1 ease
,,
-..s
,ip sae seqinr•

HELP WANTED
UNGER QUEEN is
looking for someone to
train as-a swing shift' _
manager. Work will
alternate between day
and night shifts. Must
be 18 years old or
older. Prefer someone
with past fast food experience. No phone
calls. Apply in person
only,Do not apply bet
P,ween hours of 11 a. m.2p.m. -

To Present
Winter Concert

a

•ill

6 Help wanted

14 Want To Buy

-

011

•lsbed.

100 Southl3th St

_

-PKOM753-3.214
Roaches,Sliver Fist.
mid Shrubs

.
7
4
. 1b
) l4
Cliffea
l

REPOSSESSED ColOr T.
V. 25",console take over
payment. $19.00 month.
Call 71-05i8. WAC.
WANTED-SOMEONE to
tale up small- nenthly
payment on console
stereo. AM-FM stereo,
player-recorder.
tape
See p J and B MusicMagnavox, Murray, 7537575.
27. Mobile Home Sales

GOOD USED MOBILE
homes. Call 1-52/-8322.
15 Articles For Sale

1971 12 x 65 lit baths, 3
bedroom, unfurnished.
Call 753-9570.

OAK AND HICKORY
firewood - for sale.
Delivered or haul
yourself. Call after 6:30
p.m. 437-4731.

TWO TRAILERS and 4
acres of land. Call 4374484.

WOOD FOR SALE, will
deliver. Call 437-4617.
TWO COUCHES, 1 new
and one excellent
condition. Call 759-3011.
HOME STEREO, booster
for. stereo,
channel
police scanner. - Call
after 3 p.m. 753-7413.
THERMO-TILE
insulating ceiling tile.
Easy to install. Can be
stapled over sheet rock.
Three patterns to choose
from. Economically
priced. Murray Lumber
Co. 753-3161.
WOOD FOR SALE, will
deliver. Call 437-4617.
THREE PIECE bedroom
suite, Simmons mattress and box springs,
$125. Also 2 piece living
room suite, 1 year old.
Call 753-7523.
FIREWOOD FOR SALE,
$16.50 and up. Call 4374228.
FOR SALE

55 Gallon
Drums
Thornton
Tile
8, Marble
612 So. 9th

111=1111111i

1971 LANCER MOBILE
home, 12 X 60, 2
bedroom, 1 bath, large
living room and kitchen.
Partially furnished, new
carpet. Real good
condition. Call 527-9183.
1975 12 X 65, TWO
bedroom, 2 bath, all
-electric, central heat
and air; fully carpeted,
unfurnished, like new.
See at Riviera Ct, or call
753-3280 before 5 p.m.
MOBILE HOME FOR
SALE, 10X 50, xecon• ditioned. New natural
gas furnace. Parked at
Shady Oaks. Call 7531516 between 4 and 8.
29. MobIle Home Rentals
MOBILE HOME spaces
for families. Coach
Fox
Estates
and
Meadows, South 16th,
753-3855.
12 X 60 MOBILE home, 2
bedroom, carpeted,
central heat, fully
furnished. May be seen
at Shady Oaks,8a.m. to
4 p.m. No phone calls
please.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
31 Want To Rent
COUPLE INTERESTED
in a house in the country. Willing and able to
do some repairs. Local
references
available.
Call 5-10 p.m. 753-7946.

HOUSE OF Thousands in
Fox Meadows on-South
WANTED-SIT cured
16th St. Now In Stock.
tobbacco base. Call 753Columbia
Minervr
0148.
Orlon acrylic yarns in 4
32 Apariments Foi Rent
ply worsted weight,
sports weight, also baby
APARTMENT
FOR
and fingering weight.
RENT, 2 bedroom
Many pattern books and
- furnished. Large hying
leaflets. Over 30 designs
room and kitchen.
in painted latch hook
Garage.$150 month.
canvas. Complete color
' Prefer colrege students.
line of pre-cut or skein
Call 753-4707 after 4 p.m.
rug yarn. All types
34
Houses For Rent
embroidery
andneedlepoint. Complete
HOME ONE YEAR OLD,
line of accessories for all
completely furnished.
Needlearts. 15 per cent
Three bedroom, 2 baths,
Senior Citizen discount.'
all electric. About 12
Also professional
muds East of, Murray,
saimogtidniBing done by
near, Ken Lake.; Call 474tetc•PhonelSklell
-223rr
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43 Real Estate
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
,For Rent
753-4758

AUSTRALIAN
Shepherd puppies for
sale Six weeks old. Call
492-8607 after 6 p.m.
MALE MINIATURE
schnauzer puppies. AC
registered, ready to go.
175. Call 436-5353.

DOBEEMAN
PINweeks. Sell
SCHE
cheap. Ca
-2 after-3:30 7534949.
43 Rea Es13t.

48 Automotive Service
•
77
'Xi. AIN:
teries, Willard brand, 2
year guarantee, $20.99;
3 years guarantee,
$24.99; 4 year guarantee, $26.36; 5 year
guarantee, $30.99; 5
year
guarantee,
maintenance free,
$34.90. Wallinware,Paris.
19 Used Cars & Trucks

with 3 big bedrooms
there are many inches
and feet in this Colonial.
Stately double door
entry...andlo the rear,a
restful patio .rea. Quid
country ne
minutes from Murray. _
Priced in the 30's
LORETTA
JOBS
REALTORS
751-1192.

_a5 01978 Unoted

NELP WANTED
Clinical Secretary; Duties incIiide typing dictation,
medical records, general office ;ark. Salary cornpetative. Experience preferred.
Contact
Drs. Joys'kyd
'Affray Comprehensive Cars Center
712 West Dais Street
Murray, Kentucky 42171
Phone: 753-6122

JONATHAN CREEK
Beautiful year around home. Extras include
sauna, swimming pool and green house. This
home has 3 bedrooms, living room, large kitchen, utility room and 2 full baths. Lot contains
2.5 acres with water access and TVA approval
for boat dock.

BEYER REAL ESTATE
And Building Co.
2647 H.C. Mathis Drive
442-9111
Or Call Dan Ruffsty
at 898-2702

Feature Syndicate Inc

AU FORD VAN AN17 THACr- 13UNCH OVER IN
customized, 40,000
MISESPROMISES
PRO,
WASHINGTON.
shift,
PROMSES.It r

UM=

43 Real Estate

any Span Realty
.114risy Pie* I.feelisfeW'

set Syesows

Minn,Rt.

NEW
THREE
BEDROOM
brick
veneer homes. All
weather streets. Quiet
subdivisions. Quality
homes. Large lots.
FULTON
YOUNG
REALTY, 753-7333,
Forest Shoulders, 7538071 or Chester Thomas
753-8274.

SO;
413
4,)
IONE

it
CL

14-

FOUR BEDROOM home
and 20 acres, Frame
home iri-lovely wooded
apwith
area
proximately 10 acres
tendable. Good location
8 miles northwest of
Murray. For more information phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 We are working
hard to provide the best
possible service to you.

The Phone
Number In

Murray
1a
a a aL-4t
.

HIGH PROFIT OPPORTUNITY

•

112 ACRES with approximately me-third
mile blacktop highway
frontage for sale. Phone
KOPPERUDAULTY,
753-1222.

Purdom I Thurman
Insurance I Real Estate
Southsidet Court Squore

Norm,Kentucky

753-4451
111111111111111111111111111111111111111
YOU'LL GET back to-timi,
basics of life it you'
purchase this remodeled
country home and 40
acres with lovely land-- scaped sutroundings
and 5 ponds in wooded
setting. Several out-buildings, fenced area
for horses, pine forest
with walking and riding
trails meandering to a
beautiful 1 acre lake
surrounded by wooded
hillsides. You'll not see
another picture this
pretty in this area.
Phone us today at
KOPPERUD REALTY,
We' are
753-1222.
fastest
Murray's
growing realty.
TWO BEDROOM brick
veneer, gas heat, full
basement. In Murray.
$1 7,00O. FULTON
YOUNG REALTY,.7537333, Forest Shoulders,
753-8071 or Chester
lbomas, 753-8274.

For All Your
Real Wale Reeds

Is
759-1707
The Nelson
Shroat Co.,
Realtors
After hers
759-1711
BY OWNER - A very
attractive home, 3 large
bedrooms, Per baths,
large kitchen, attached
garage, floored attic, all
carpet, custom drapes,
central heat and air,
fenced
lot,
large
backyard, mid-301-s
Meadow Green Acres.
Call 7534732 or 7624970.
THREE OR
FOUR
bedroom home, 2 miles
S.E. Murray. 1 and 34
acre.large family room.
Wood burning fireplace.
Swimming pool and
FULTON
more.
YOUNG REALTY, 7537333. Forest Shoulders,
7534071 or Chester
Thomas 753-8274.

Waldrop Realty
-In Business
A fastegrowing National firm seeks a person to
service and re-stock well-known products used in
every home in America. , . in local company
established accounts in pharmacies and other
outlets. Let us show you how to earn up to $35,000
full-time and up to $15,000 part-time in the fast
growing generic drug and vitamin business. No
experience necessary with our company
training. $5,495.00 capital required for opening
inventory. Call Mike McDonald (Person-toPerson Collect) (216) 752-3500 or write: Pharmatab International Co., 3570 Warrenivilre Center,Crelmind,Ohio4=2.

1978 CUTLASS Supreme
Brougham. Loaded,
List,
miles.
4,000
$8400.00 Call 753-8764...

n‘fOU

NOTICE
All dogs mast be vaccinated, licensed and
tagged in city limits. All owners responsible for dogs will be charged. Please
keep your pets tied or in pee.
Thank Ten,
Tour Bog Warden

_war assaslaten We •

astuilto

Since 1956"
753-5646

WILSON
/
2
Alamitos 4 bedroom, 11
Ni brisk moor Woad se
Prams. Priced of MAO
imados romp, ref., dishwasher mrol isedscepal
13 22 pith.
lbo was.. laserame
Mel Islas Apes" Inc, bin
provided ever e porter of
ceoary of maim was.
If pm used am Godard Is
details tbs adar if per
property Sr losereeco . to
pretest pie Maim ad.

753-3243 Anyrime

miles, automatic
SHARP. all 753-6328.
32500-.00.

1968 FORD GALAXIE,
automatic, power
steering, 302 V-8 motor.
Good _ gas mileage.
Ashley • wood stove
jacket.
wtt
2204.
1173 MERCURY Montego
Brougham. $1850. Call
75.2-8158.

make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
409 A. Paducah, Ky..
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7036.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years experience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley. .
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call Joha
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-5348.
-;
w AtCn AND .CLOCKrepairing. All work
guaranteed. 108 Riviera
Ct. Call/59_42AL
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN prompt efficient service. No job
too- small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.

CON_AND
D
TRACTORS, building,
remodeling, repairs.
aluminum siding,
roofing. From the
smallest to the most
complete job. Call 4374338.
PIANO TUNING- I can
help you get the best
out of the years of
playing experience. Just
call me at 7538682.
ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field
tile lines intalled, 28
experience.
years
Licensed through Health
Department. Call Rex
Camp, 753-5933.

-- --

OPEN WEEKDAYS
1181.-Wel.
I-1
aose
ou niutsays

-

*House
•Hospitol
Calls
Calls
hi. I SO. 1-2:30
*Hair Cuts•Shoves
209 Walnut Street.
Call this number after 5:00 to assure
prompt _service next day, 753-3685.-

.and night appointments.

FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates for
your needs.
FOR INSULATION'
needs. Call Jackson .
Purchase Insulatiotr,1 -4

AUTO.,CLEAN-UP, interior- and exterior.
125.00. For appointment
- ball 753-1917 between 10
a.m. and 1 p.m. ask for
Terry.

suntan-- -

pitufibing, heating and .
sewer cleaning• Car*•
7203.

White and
Galvanized
All Lengths
emd Sizes.

Murray Nona -WILL HAUL -driveway
and
sand
lime,
rock,
aid A* 1977 FORD F150, 4 x 4,351
decorative rock. Also
chumest.
engine, power, AM-FM
grain hauling available.
radio, white sport
Call Roger Hudson, 753wheels, air, automatic,
45
54 or 753-6763.
53 Feed And Seed
Iock in 1100 tires. Hubs,
_
„._
tool box on side. Call 418-, - - STRAW FOR SALE.
auauttsena
WIRING
ELECTRIC
2666.
•
Minimum 10 bales. Call
Company Inc. Air c. onNome and industrial, air
753-1287.
dition sales and aerconditioning', and
1973 GRAND PRIX, red
54 Free Column
vice. Modern sheet
and white. Good con- . refrigeration, besting.
part '
TWO
FREE
4
metal
dition. Or 1972 Pontaici Call 474-8641.
department.
puppies.
7
shepherd
Grand Ville. Must sell
Larry
Wisehart,
months old Very healthy
one. At a reasonable
President.
Phone 753INSULATION BLOWN in
and will make nice pet,.
price. Call 474-2230.
9290.
by Sears save on these
Call 753-2540.
high heat and cooling
1976 MUSTANG, 27,000
bills. Call Sears 753-2310
idles. Factory mags. 6
for free estimates.
cylinder. Like new.
Must sell. Call 753-9906.
GUljrERING BY Sears,
Sears Continuous gut.Warehouse space available, CHEAPER than
1974 VOLKSWAGON
ters installer) per your
„owning
your own,,PLUS; no utilities, insurance,
super Beetle. New tune- -- specifications. 7 CAW
'
taxes or maintenance. Just 100% DEDUCTION
up and battery. Red with
Sears 753-2310 for free_ _
--with complete privacy arideasy access.
-beige interior. $1875.
estimates.,
Call 753-6103.
Call 753-3744 days
CHANGE
THAT
or
753-7618 nights
1976 MONTE CARLO,
damaged carport to a
AM-FM,8 track, priced
specious addition.
to sell. Call 753-3414.
Remodeling, repairs,
aluminum siding,
1977 COBRA II, white
roofing, aluminum
with red stripes. Four
Hey!
awnings. Call 437-4338.
speed. Power steering,
It's a great time to give your old bathroom
brakes and air. Low
GENERAL HOME
mileage. Call 753-9951.
o "face-lift."
remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding and
What better way to improve the
197$ DODGE
VAN,
gutters. Call 1-3544951
bathroom's
looks than by using MARBLE. Its
customized
V-8
,or 1-362-4895.
durable...it's practical., it's beautiful
Automatic $3500.Call
437-4581between 5 and 6
Come in and see us today
MITCHELL
p.m.
BLACKTOPPING41.

ATTENTION BUSINESSES

ICI FORD COURIER,5
speed. One owner. Call
753-2329.
1972
Mercury,
2
door automatic, $995.
1969 Nova 4 door, 6
cylinder, automatic, one
owner, low mileage,
$695. Call 489-2595

Thornton Tile
And Marble
That

sealing, pitching
stripping. }'or free
estimates -dill vs3•4537.
KIRBY - New, rebuilt
starting at $45.00.
Complete Service. Call
Mike Hutchens,753-3316.

-Quality

Will Please"

612 S. 9th

753-5719

SELECT-DON'T SETTL
I E

375 AUDI, 4 door, 23,000
miles. Automatic, air
condition,
power
steering and_ brakes,
AM-FM radio. Excellent
condition. Call 753-7320
after 6' p.m.

1505 PARMA'S
All Me edveneeps you wet ore evolloblo im this
"Polity bow.ibis boom Imes 4 Isodrams, 1/2 baths,

veil to wed carpet, dispeol, ramp ma dielareassr.
It has electric well beams sod Is maid by 2 Winnit conditioners. Since it bus neconny be.. panted inside end ao, yam west review tins dealettol
soelity of tbis how. Priced et 533,000

/Ow

psodi2Or0
.0 0
460;100141*
,-'VP
*
1571 Travel
Trailers

- Hornbuckle's Barber Si*

TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.

Prices

CU§1CUSTOMUpholstery.. --LICENSED ELEC.
.TRICIAN ad gas InFreeestimates. Call 436-

-

HAYING

, INCOME TAX
andA..
SEPTIC TANK PUM--bookka9Pliail---servic9--'PING. Itesidentird- and• • - Graduate - accountant, -with tax experience.
commercial. Rex Camp
Call 527-8332 after 3:30
753-5933.
p.m.
IlittSITTING young
children in my home
Monday-Friday 6:30
GUTTERING
a.m.-5 p.m. Hourly,
at
daily or. weekly. ExWholesale
perienced. Call 753-5672.

1975 FORD LTD Landau.
46 Homes For Sale
Two door, automatic
FOR SALP:-BY OWNER
power brakes, power
house and 3.3 acres, 2
steering and air, AMmiles from Murray.
FM stereo radio. Power
Modern 2 bedroom fully
trunk and rear defrost.
carpeted with fireplace.
36,000 miles. Call 753Built-in appliances. Lots
1287 or 759-1926.
of cabinets and closets.
Patio
overlooking 1970 MONTFr CARLO,
private lake. Barn
good condition. Call 753suitable for horse or
6781.
pony, plus outside
storage building and 1972 OPAL RALLY, 4
speed, good condition.
shop. All on beautifully
Call 753-9453.
landscaped
wooded
acres. Priced low 40's 50. Campers
Call 753-9850.
THREE BEDROOM on
South 13th Street. With 1
acre of land, garage
behind house. Call 7538541.

51 Services Offered

51 Services Offered

51 Services Offered

*-PRAMIchoese
Calt753-13111.

IN -

-LOGATED---41X-miles
southeast
of
New
Concord, 185 acres. nits
property has many
__pdtentiala,_ from fai.
niing to development.
• Good road access
---mitintained --by
.county.. Call John
.....-....Neubsumer-or check with our office John C. REMODELED
COUNNeubauer, Realtor, 505
TRY HOME. 5 room
Main St. 753-0101 or 753frame; large kitchen,
7531.
lots of cabinets. Stable
for stock, smokehouse.
LOOKING FOR that
Level 1 acre lot. Located
special lot to build on
on Bethel Church Road.
this spring? Look no
Only $14,500. Call or
further! Located in
come. by 105 N. 12th,
lovely 'Canterbury
110YD MAJORS, REAL
Estates we have an ideal
MATE, 753-8080.
lot for a split level. Take
• ahokMths lot located
at 1514 Oxford Drive- BUILDING LOTS-We
have listed 'several
then all Linde Drake,
choice building lots,
753-0492 or come by our
*ended and imwqoded.
office for further
in
Three of these lots
details. Be ready to
Riverwood Subdivision
build this sprihg. John
at the Southern edge of
C. Neubauer, Realtor,
505 Main St. 753-0101 or - .town. Price reduced and
owner wants offer.
753-7531.
KOPPERUD
Phone
7
=-66 ACRES located east of
REALTY, 753-1= for
Puryear,
Tn.
on
-all your Real Estate
blacktop road. This can
Needsbe bought for less than
$600.00 per acre. About
REALTORS
55 acres are tendable.
Nearly 75 per cent of the
farm has good barb wire
fencing.
John
C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
South 12th at Sycamore
Main St., 753-0101 - 753TELEPHONE 7511061
7531.

U;aducah, Ky.

_

4

-THE
PHONE...and call us
about this charming 2
bedroom mobile home
with many extras. Built
in shelves for tour
stereo, Murphy bed for
guest...exyour
ceptionally well kept...large lot for provacy.
Let us show you this one.
JOBS
LORETTA
REALTORS 753-1492.
EVERY

ONF,Furl'S' £m.,,-s.
years old. Wide hunter.
One Pointer,7 years old,
close hunter. Both
males. Call 435-4525.

-TM

46 Homes For Sale

1471 Pap-Ilaa

Al mod(ampere

`sm.m.

PORCH
5,22

'lie Oft
5504
'
01,
sense

••••

off

This applies to all Campers
purchased before 4-1-7s.
The only cure for Cabin Fever
is the outdoors and the best
• way to enjoy the outdoors is
with a Starcraft Camper. Our
special prices make this
remedy easy to take.
Bank financing available.
Whiteke.1111111N01611

what wisarrausialw.
--"er mum-

Bettye Albin
Ron Talent

WILSON
INSURANCE

& REAL ESTATE

Shirley Wilferd
Bob Ward
Wayne Wilson

753-3263 Anytime
---2444fit St.

;•,
5.

-

ibe
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Bro. John Dale To Speak For Church
The Sunday morning see. Howard, Jerry Bolls, Larry
mon topic by Bro. John, Ogle Cunningham, Earl Numb...
at the 8:30 and 10:10_
Paul Kelly,_ Ken Putty,
on Feb. 26 at the Seventh and Charles Olree,' and • Riek
Poplar Church-of Christ will Spann,
be -Perfect Love Casteth Out
Lord's
Presiding
ear" with scripture from I.. Supper will be-12m- "flui
John 4:17-18.
phreys, Johnny Bohannon,
At the six p.m. service an Lob Miller, and Ron McNutt.
S day his subject will be "k. Slisan,Rogers will be the teen
Li
Worth Living" with nursery helper. Serving on the
scripture reading from John extension department will be
10:7-10.
Bud Gibbs, Newell Hopkins,
Assisting in the services will Roy Harmon, and Ray
be Tommy Carraway, Mark Karraker.
Pugh, Richard Duke. Billy
'Bible study will be held at
Nix, Mike Morgan, Ted 9:40 a.m. Sunday.

Methodist Chtirch
To Hear Dr. Fisher
POSTER WINNER- Melanie Roos displays her poster
which won the Murray Middle
School "Breakfast Right-Think Bright" poster contest
and which will be entered in the
state competition Glinda Jeffrey, home economics
teacher, sponsored the contest for
7th and 8th graders. Melanie is the daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. David Roos.
Photo By Kaye Peebies

No Sign Of Relief
In Muhlenberg County

Memorial Church To
Honor The Nursery
At Sunday Services

The Rev. -Dr,41ames A.
Fisher, Sr., minister of the
First United
Methodist
Church, Murray, will be the
speaker .at the 10:50 a.m.
worship services on Sunday,
Feb. 26, at the church.
.."Matthew The-Publican"will be the subject of. his
sermon with his text from
Matthew 9:9-13. Sid and
Loretta Jobs will be greeters

Sinking Spring To
Hear Pastor Speak
The Sinking Spring Baptist
Church will hold regular
worship services on Sunday,
Fab. 26, at eleven a.m. and
seven p.m. with the pastor,the
Rev. Lawn Williamson, as
the speak-01:f r At the evening serf** the
ordinance of The Lord's
Supper will be observed.
Special iiwic!1UDee
Youth Choir who will sing "In
Remembrance of Me." The
choir will meet at 5:30 p.m.for
practice.
The Adult Choir, directed by
Tommy Scott with . Mrs. Scott
as pianist and Mrs. Jim Neale
as organist, will sing "Jesus Is
The Answer" at the morning
service. Raymond Matheny,.
deacon of the week, will assist
in the morning service.
Sunday School will be at ten
a.m. and Church Training at
six p.m. Volunteer nursery
workers will be Mrs. Natalie
Brown, Mrs. Willie Vance,and
Mrs. Ruth Warren.

Church School will be at 9:30
The Memorial Baptist a.m. on Sunday. •
CENTRAL CITY, Ky. (API 570 Pittsburg and Midway
Church, Tenth and Main
Youth activities for Sunday
- There was no sigh of relief Coal Mining Co..employees.
here when word of _President
Fields said many miners in Streets, Murray, will honor will be youth choir for 7 to 12
Carter's announcement of a Kentucky's No. 1 coal- the nursery --workers and the grades at 4:30 p.m.; children's
tentative agreement in the producing coUnty believe the babies in the church nursery chair for 1 to 6 grades at 5:30
.1E50 a.m. worship p.m.; snack supper for youth
nationwide
coal
strike tentative agreement -anreached _ the City Hall flounced by President Carter services on Sunday,Feb. 26, at with Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Jackson in charge at 5:30
basement headquarters of the Friday night is essentially the the-ehurch.
The church pastor, the Rev. p.m.; and youth - group
striking Muhlenberg -County same as that which P&M
miners.
miners will .yote on beginning Jerrell White, will speak on meetings at Six p.m.
the subject, "The High Cost of
The Administrative Board
This is just the finalization today.
of the smoke screen," said
Further, he said Friday Low Living," at the morning will meet Wednesday, March
-- -Billy- Fields; president -ef-the-night after Carter's an- service. His scripture will be 1, at seven p.m. in the
group which includes about nouncement, P&M miners and from Jeremiah 5:25 and Jonah Gleaners classroom 'of the
other United Mine Workers 1:3. Don Rogers, deacon of the church.
The truck from the Kenmembers knowledgeable on week, will assist in the sertucky Mountain Mission will
-the proposed P&M pact vice.
The Rev. Ron Hampton, be in Murray on March 6.
believe the timing of events in
recent days indicates a ploy minister of music, will direct Persons may bring articles for
service with
mission tothe
by - the-7111tum nous. Coe the son
The Fort.Heirnan Chapter of
Marg./Wet Wilkins_as organist March 1 to 5.
Operator"s Association.
the I. zaak Walton League of
P&M, a subsidiary of Gulf and Jane Roger§ as pianist:
America will meet Thursday,
Regular --won
'services
At the seven p.m. service
Oil Corp.,is not a-member Of
March 2, at eight p.m. in the
will
be held af the Grace
Rev.
the
White
will
on
speak
the 130-company BCOA. P&M
community room of the North
Baptist Church, South Ninth
miners, including those at two "Singing The Songs Of Zion In
Branch of the Peoples Bank.
Street Extended, Murray, on
operations near the Kansas- - A Strange Land" with
This is open to all residents
Sunday, Feb. 16, at 10:45 a. m.
MisSouri border, vote on their scripture from Psalms 137:1of the Kentucky Lake area,
and 5:30.p. m. with the pastor,
contract today except for 6. Special music will be by
Joe Palermo, president, said'
the Rev. R. J. Burpoe, as the
miners at the Paradikmine, Mark Wilson.
in urging all interested per- „
Sunday School will be at 9:40 Bro. _Kenneth Hoover, speaker.
where - the ballots- Will be
r, sons to attend. Speakers at the
a.m. with Elbert Thomason as minister of -the 'University „ The'Rev. Ronald.Hardison
marked Monday.
meeting will include Sheriff
will direct the music with
"When they rejected the director, and Church Training Church of Christ, will be the
Max Morris, Game Officer
Dwane Jones as organist and
(P&M i proposal, they (the will be at six p.m. with J. T. speaker at the 10:30 a.m. and
Gary Alexander, and County .. -BCOA
six p.m. worship sei-vices on
Anita Underhill as pianist.
) were only doing that to Lee as director.
Sunday, Feb. 26, at the Special music at the morning
Attorney Max. Parker.
put us out there in front in
hurch. Ernie Bailey will service will be by Lou Farmer
hopes of dividing us While they
lirect the song service.
and Terry Downey.
stalled for concessions,"
The morning sermon topic
Sunday School will be at 9:45
Fields added.
will be "Why I Want To Go To a. m. with Steve Smotherman
Reggie Jarvis, a miner at
Heaven" with scripture from
as superintendent. Bus driver
the Drake No. 3 mine near
Revelations 22:1-7, and the for March will be Dwane
here - one of -the four P&M
evening sermon topic will be Jones and for bus information
mines in Kentucky - said it is
"Tension and Growth" will "Heaven Will Surely Be Worth call Don Hale 753-3063.
_
even more likely now that
be the subject of the sermon It All" with scripture from
On Wednesday the teachers
P&M
miners
will
reject
their
The first Christian Church
by the Rev. Bkzz Ftabatin, Romans 8:18-27.
and officers will meet at 6:30
(Disciples of Christ) will hear proposed contract while other
of 'The
pastor
First Assisting in the services will p. m. followed by the prayer
members
union
to
wait
learn
pastor,
the
the Rev. Dr. David
Presbyterian Church, Main be Wayne Williams, Roger service and youth study group
C. Roos, speak on the subject, of possible "sweetenings" in and 16th Streets, Murray, at Wilson, Keith Hays, Orrin at seven p. m.
"Jesus, Who Is Said To Be- the BCOA pact.
the 10:45 a. m. worship ser- Bickel, Hamp W. Brooks, and
Civist," at the 10:45 a.m. ."With the pressure off us vices on Sunday, Feb.
26, at David Thompson.
worship services on Sunday, now I think the P&M miners the church.
Serving for The Lord's will
feel a lot more free to vote
Feb. 26. His scripture will be
The responsive 'reading wilt Supper will be Bob Starks,
what they really think," said
from Mark 8:27-33.
be from Psalms 27, and the George Gallagher, Hoyt Like,
"The Lord Is My Shepherd" Jarvis. "I bet everything I got scripture will
be from I Milburn Evans, Vernon
will be the anthem to be sung that she goes down.
Butterworth,
Corinthians 12:4-7, 14-21, 26.
Roland
by the Junior Chior with
Kathy Mowery will direct Goodgion, Burton Young,
Margaret Porter as director
the choir as they sing the Murrell Goheen, and Vernon
and Jane Hutson as Organist.
anthem, "Sing to the Lord A Gantt.
The First Baptist Church
Steve Shaw will be worship
Marvelous Song," with Lisa
will hear Dr. Dale Moody
Bible study will be held at
leader with Mrs. Richard
Slater as organist.
speak at the 10:45 a.m. and
9:30 a.m. Sunday. The Ladies
Greer and Miss Rozella Henry
seven p.m. worship services
Sunday School will be at 9:30 'Bible Class plans to resume
John's
St.
Episcopal
as greeters.
Church, Main and Broach a. m. The nursery is available Meetings after the bad
on Sunday, Feb. 26. His
Elders serving will be Streets, Murray,
subjects will be "Oasis
will have during the service of worship. weather on Thursday at ten
Henry Holton and Eugene
Religion" with scripture from
The Lenten potluck will be a.m. at the church.
worship services at 9:45 a.m.
Scott. Voris Wells, Jim Boone, on Sunday,
Exodus 16-18 and "Old
Nursery supervisors will be
Feb. 26, with the served Sunday at 5:45 p. m. in
Ken Kellar, Darrel McFerron, celebration
Testament Pentecost" with
of Holy Com- the fellowship hall. A film will Lola McClain, Mildred Hodge,
and Fred Wells will serve as munion
scripture from Exodus 32-34.
with the Rev. Stephen be shown following the supper. Margaret Dunn, Dalene
deacons.
On Friday, March 3, the Crum, Pat Miller, and JenDavenport as celebrant.
Dr. Moody open the midSunday School for all ages
winter Bible conference at the
Ben Moore will serve as World Day of Prayer program nifer Williams.
will be at 9:30 a.m. God and acolyte and Jim
church on Friday evening and
Wenzel will will be held in the church Tonight (Saturday) the
Country award class will meet be lay reader.
sanctuary at ten a. m.
teenagers will honor the older
the study will continue tonight
at 4:30 p.m. Sunday with
Church School will follow at
The Youth Group of the members of the University
from seven to nine p.m. at the
Junior Choir practice at five eleven a.m. Sunday.
church will have bake sales Church family with a dinner at
church fellowship hall.
p.m. God Squad group will
Assisting in the services will
Special Lenten services will starting at nine a. m. on six p.m. at the annex. Those
meet at 5:30 p.m.
be held Tuesday, Feb. 28, at Saturday, March 4, at Roses in who are 65 years old or older
be Dr. Joe Rexroat, the Rev.
Senior Youth Group and seven p.m. with
Dr. Bill Whittaker, church
Duncan Hart the Central Shopping Center or whose mate is 65 or older
Vespers will be at six p.m. on
pastor, Owen Billington,
as acolyte and Anita Burt as and at Singer's in the Bel Air are invited to attend, a church
Sunday.
Shopping Center.
deacon of the week, Dr. Hugh
lay reader.
spokesman said.
Noffsinger, and Mark C.
Vinson.
The church choir, directed
by Wayne Halley, minister of
music, with Joan Bowker as
The Murray Common Council
Frankfort attending a Kentucky personnel ordinance;
organist and Allene Knight as
members will discuss several items of
Municipal League meeting.
pianist, will sing "Praise God,
-consideration of first reading an
city business at a meeting Monday,
Items listed on the agenda include: amendment to the
Ye Sons of Earth," at the
zoning ordinance
Feb. 27 at 7:30 p.m. in City Hall. The
mornign service.
---presentation of an audit of the establishing a new fee schedule for
meeting was originally scheduled for
Special music at the evening
Murray Water & Sewer System
zoning changes;
Thursday, Feb. 23, but was postponed
covenng 1977;
hour will be the Sing and Tell
-consideration on first reading an
because Mayor Melvin Henley and
-consideration on second and final
group.
several council members were in
Sunday School will be at 9:30
reading of an amendment to the city ordinance establishing uniform fines
for parking violations;
a.m. and Church Training will
-recommendations on bids on a
be at 5:45 p.m.
vehicle for the city dog warden and on a
Volunteer nursery workers
1 st Day... (Continued From Page One)
refuse truck for the sanitation departSunday Morning will be Dr.
ment;
and Mrs. Rex Galloway, Mr.
Now, hoping the unofficial word was
the Phone, Carter took the call. Now it
-a recommendation from the mayor
and Mrs. Ray Clark, Mrs.
right, Carter cast a final eye on his
was official. Camicia told him union on the appointment of standing
John Randolph, Mrs. Carney
council
short speech. It met his approval.
• and company bargainers had indeed committees; Andrus, Mrs. Orvis Hendrick,
At .6:42 p.m., White House aides
agreecl.
Miss Carol Beaman, Mrs.
alerted the television networks. They
-Consideration of two rezoning
In the press room, television crews
Martha Boyden, Miss Mitzi
were . readying their 7 p.m. news
readied to interrupt the 7 o'clock news recorrunentations from the Murray
Cathey, and Mr. and Mrs.
broadcasts. Carter might appear in the
to broadcast the president live. TV Planning Commission. One recomDanny Woods.
White House press room at any time.
reporters worried aloud that he might mendation concerns a zoning change
On Wednesday, March 1, at
might step to the podium in the middle from residentail-2 to residential-4 the -- 6:45 p.m. the home missions
Aides arrived. Hurried whispers. The
Lassiter and Robertson property off 641
of a commercial.
study on "The Leaven and the
president left, walking fast.
As if on cue, Carter appeared it 7:02 S. and the other recommendation for
by Wendell Belew will be
Salt"
Nicolas T. Camicilaztiairinan of the
p.m., commercial over and the eyes of the same zoning change is on the Dan „ taught byi Richard Poe,
PorrC1,al Co. p4 ehict-of; th.V.inaltvii4ed on 334s face.
•
.
ProPeft"'011B. lab and PopiaiL _thipsayeStudent
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Izaak Walton

Grace Baptist To
Hear Rev, Burpoe

League Meets

Universiti Chard
Of Christ To Hear

Bro. Hoover Speak

"Tension & Growth"
Subject Of Sermon
By Rev. Rabatin

Christian Church
To Hear Dr. Roos
Sunday Morning

.Dr. Dale Moodylo

•

- -sr-LAST PIERFORMANC — The Murrsay Hh and "Light Brigade" floor guard is_shown
petforming recently at the University of-Titineiiiee:- Martin. The performance was
-possibly,the list for the unit this season. Directed brJames Light, band director and
Miss Kathy Fenton, color guard commander,the "Light Brigade" earlier this year won a
grand championship trophy at Vanderbilt University, Nashville, and also performed at
Murray State University and Murray High cage matches.
Photo By Frank Schwab

Senate 'Bottle Bill' Stalled;
AttemptsTaring Vote Fails
FRANKFORT KY (AP)interests on. the other,'he they would
The "bottle bill" is still stalled said.
like a chance to
"The issue is whether
in a Senate committee,
compare the proposal with a
we'll respond to special infollowing an unsuccessful
Rotiee bill purported to be a
terests or to the will of' the attempt to bring it to the floor
more comprehensive antipeople."
for a vote.
litter measure. That measure,
Berry said the way that four
The Senate defeated a move
House Bill 253, was reported
members of a committee
Friday to bring the bill out of
out
by
the
House
could keep the bill from a floor
committee by a vote of 19 to
- Appropriations and Revenue
vote is "not the Democratic
17, even though several
Committee Friday and could
process, not the political
senators acknowledged that
get to the Senate next week.
process, and
not the
there is massive public_eugt-_ revs
Sen. Clyde Middleton, R—wi. ve process,_ _
port for the measure.
- Covington, took issue with
,eSenate Bill 141 would
"There's a good reason for Berry's contention that the bill
reqUirr air beverage con- the corrimittee-lyltetn,' has been stalled by special
tethers to carry deposits to Berry continued, "if you keep interest groups.
i in committee, you never
encourage people to returnt
"Sometimes we lose track of
them and reduce litter, con- have to face the heat or the what
a special interest is serve natural resources and tinusic. You can always say we're all
special interests," he
you would have voted for it, said. Middleton
save energy.
said Berry
The measure is stalled in the but it didn't get our of com- was trying to
portray special
Senate Judiciary-Statutes mittee."
,interests as a "monster" when'
Committee, which-voted 3 to 3 5eVeral senators-litho n0- opponents ofthe bill include
with one member passing not posed Berry's move to bring blind`
operators of refreshto report it out Friday.
the measure to the floor said ment
stands.
The sponsor, Sen. John
Berry, D-Naw Castle, filed a
discharge petitil,n to bring the
measure to the floor for a vote,
but the Senate voted 22 to 15 to
Due to incomplete information supplied to
the
leave it in committee.
newspaper, the Murray Ledger & Times recently
said
William Burshears was the driver of the vehicle
Berry said polls taken by
involved
in a Murray accident. Actually Burshears
individual state legislators
was a
indicate the measure has
passenger in the vehicle driven by Gary Lopiccilo.
Both
tremendous public support,
were thrown from the vehicle in the accident,
Burshears
but is opposed by a large
was later pinned underneath it, when another car
collided
conglomeration of special
with the vehicle.
interests.
The Murray Ledger & Times tries to correct
promptly any errors
in fact or clarify any misleading information
The battle over the bill "is a
appearing in news articles.
That is the purpose of this column. To report an
classic example of the
error or need
for clarification please call 753-1918
confrontation between people
on the one hand and special

re6rrections& Amplifications

Speak At First

Episcopal Church
Services Planned

•

OVILLTHE DODGE
TRUCKSREGISTERED
IN THEPAST10YEARS,
96OUTOF MARE
STILLON THEJOB:

Baptist Church

Council Meets Monday Night /

That's betterthan Chevy. Marsbetterthan Ibid.

8

Dodge trucks have acquired quite a
reputation over the years. A reputation
for being tough and dependable. And
the figures prove it All but four out of
one hundred Dodge trucks registered

in the last ten years are still on the job.
And that's good enough to
beat both Chevy and Ford.
But toughness end
dependability aren't enough.
Not for us ... not for you. So

reputation for comfort and style, too.
To make sure you not only get where

you're going, mile after mile and year
after year.... but that you look and
feel good while you're doing it. No
wonder that from 1966 to

237,toceves from 1966 Po 4,6

we're busy building a

rut
hit

I stre ST
6HOWINV.

c000ssrii

AWFRTUA

Source Registration
Figures: R. L. Polk &
Company. Trucks registered
as of 7/ 1 / 76

Jim Fain Motors, Inp.
_

41.1",9Pitlt:;.5t$1.924,
1

.

1976 were the fastest growing
truck company in America?'
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